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THE AWAKENING

PROBABILITIES FOREIGNERS
HONDURAS

110 STRIKE

.
Sov
2

RE

OF DECLARING

A

commission, and Labor Commissioner
N'elll, who have been acting as mediators between the western railroads
and the members of the organizations
today
(if trainmen and conductors,
submitted to the men the ultimatum
handed
was
of the railroads, which
them last night
the conference
Before entering
both commissioners declined to state
the nature of the final proposition of
ihe railroads. It is generally believed that the managers have made
The
slight additional concessions.
opinion is growing that the strike or
the two organizations will be averted.
SHOTS ITUED
rol RTFKN
AT CAK WITH PASSENGERS.

Montgomery, Ala., April 3. Late
last night simultaneous attacks were
made in the suburbs on cars of the
traction company whose motormen
and conductors are out on a strike.
Fourteen shots were fired at one car
thut tarried passengers, but no one
was hurt.
P.REWERS AM) MEN MARK
SENSIBLE COMPROMISE
St. Louis, April 3. The local brew-tr- y
workers' strike ended this afternoon, a compromise on an In
crease of wages and shorter hours
having been reached. Many strikers
returned to work immediately.

no h i ixi x

FitosT

RECORDED IN HA1.TIMOK1

Baltimore, April 3. The annual
report of the United States weather
bureau gives facts that make a re
markable showing for the climate of
Baltimore. It is rare that a big storm
or blizzard hits this city, whether the
disturbance comes from the east or
the west. That the range of tempera'
ture is moderate Is also a claim of
ten made for Baltimore. The record
of the weather bureau show that the
Last year
tUiim is well founded.
exceptional
was
for
remarkable
weather. The summer was the wettest on record since 1892, when regu
lar observations began. The year was
.'i iso
remarkable
for a late ftoRt.
line of the most severe spells of cold
weather ever experienced so late In
the season culminated on May 11
when killing frost occurred in tiU'
But in Baltimore
inerouR localities.
no killing frost was noted after April
:, and the frost In autumn did not
occur until November 9, while the
cistern shore killing frost came as
early as October 12th.
The Baltl
more climate Is all right; neither too
hot nor too cold.

NEW YORK

March
Cortex, Honduras.
via New Orleans, April 3. The
Intentions ot the United States in
landing marines on the Honduras
coast, a latitude at present granted
them In protecting foreign life and
property. Is exciting comment here.
It has been remarked as especially
significant that the American landing
parties, not only here but at Celba
and Trujlllo, have in each Instance
placed the Hotchkiss gun, which they
took ashore with them, so as to
sweep seaward approaches. The foreigners believe that this means the
United States will not permit the
ports to be bombarded, inasmuch as
tO per cent of the houses here and
at Ceiba belong to foreigners. Cannon shot fired into either place would
do most damage to foreign-owne- d
property.
Both Nicaragua and Honduras are
treated Impartially In this respect.
Although the powers granted Commander Fullam, of the American
gunboat Marietta, which landed these
parties, are believed to be sulliclently
broad to prevent naval attack, yet
the foreigners fear that the Americans would not interfere to stop landing parties from charging local garrisons and capturing the ports.
Fear, however, that the captures
would involve the horrors of loot hai
been dispelled, at least for the coaet
towns where the Americans are stationed. By the experience of Trujlllo.
There the Nicaraguan captors con
ducted themselves In a most cxem
Reports of condi
plary manner.
tions at the captured interior towns
are not so satisfactory.
AZORES SUEEEIt SEVERE
KARTIIQUAKE DISTURU.YNCE.
Ponta Delgadu, Island of St. Michaels, Azore Islands, April 3. Violent
earthquakes prevailed
throughout
these islands during the night.
The
worst disturbance occurred at Villa
n
France,
where the
people fled to the outskirts.
The
town has twice been destroyed by
volcanic eruptions, being practically
swallowed up by an eruption of mud
panic-stricke-

PEASANTS A UK
gUIETING 1HWN FAST.
Bucharest, April 3. It has been
officially announced that tranquility
has been
throughout
the country.
Now that the peasants
understand that the measures proposed by the government
are for
amelioration of their condition, the
agitation Is dying out.

TITLES ICY

FULL-FLEDG-

ED

ENGINEER

Foreigners No Longer Sought Mrs. Russell Sage Gives Art
zona Convict Engineering
In Clubs of the Four
Instruments.
Hundred.
Nn York, April 3
of high social standing

Englishmen
belonging to
London clubs, who were once welcomed to exclusive clubs in this city,
are now virtually under the ban.
Their friends hesitate to propose
them either as visitors or as mem-heras they are us likely as not to
receive a courteous Intimation that
they would better withdraw
the
names of their candidates.
Several
incidents which were perilously near
"black-balling- "
to the
have recently occurred and the comity between the social organizations
of New York and London has In consequence been seriously disturbed.
This situation has arisen from no
antipathy toward
Individuals,
but
from the displeasure of Americans at
the manner in which they have been
entertained at the clubs of the British metropolis, although
ostensibly
admitted to all the privileges.
They say that they get Into only a
small portion of a London club house
and some of them do not even progress to the strangers' room. They
may oe escorted to some small apartment set apart for foreigners at the
tup of the building, or they may be
permitted to linger for a while In a
corridor.
When the Englishman en.
tertalns the American, it is maintained that he is as likely as not to take
lii m to some
club.
Americans have noticed that de.
the dinners of the Pilgrims and
the talk of "hands across the sea" in
the English clubs, the courtesies
which are extended
are becoming
no.re and more perfunctory.
These are the conditions as they
.ue viewed by members of some of
.lie prominent clubs of New York.
There has been a growing disposition,
loo, to decline to admit the "resident
foreigner" to membership.
One of the phases of the presen:
ituation is that no matter how well
i.Ued the English candidate may be.
ie is liable, as a matter of principle,
tit subjected to Ductal reprisals.
s,

.

ky-Directors

Douglas, Ari., April 3. I.ee Miller,
the convict at Yuma, to whom Mrs.
Russell Sage lately sent an outfit of
civil engineering Instruments, is In
the penitentiary under most peculiar
circumstances.
He hag been In the penitentiary for
ten years und will serve two years
more before his sentenc is finished.
His original sentence was for life.
but several years ago. Oakes Murphy,
then governor, commuted the sen
tence to twenty years.
In 1879 he was incarcerated In the
Blsbee Jail for a forgery charge, but
owing to the following circumstances
he was never tried on the original
charge.
At the time he was placed In the
Blsbee jail, a train robber by the
name of Barker, who, with hi companions, had held up a Santa Fe train,
was also In the Jail. One night all of
the prisoners, with Parker as leader,
made good their escape, and armed
themselves with firearms found In the
sheriff's office. Lee Norris, a clerk in
the courthouse, hearing the tumult
downstairs, rushed to the door and
started toward the Jail breakers.
Parker, however, shot and killed hlin
and the prisoners made good their
escape. Parker, who gave the officers
a long and hasardous chase was finally apprehended, tried, convicted
of
murder In the first degree and hanged. His accomplices in the Jail breaking were each tried and Miller was
sentenced to life Imprisonment. Iur-ln- g
the years he has served he has
given his time to a thorough study of
civil engineering, having
a
taken
course of study in a correspondence
school and otherwise prepared himself in reading. As soon as his term
expires he will be prepared to take an
honorable position among other engineers, und certainly deserves every
encouragement for his unfaltering
determination to equip hmself for a
.
successful career.
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Summer is
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LUNACY

Skidoo for the Suffering Public.

Coming-2- 3,

COM - IBAD FIRE IN TERMINAL MRS. ANNIE BRADLY

TO

j

IS

PfiOPfRTY

ACTION

d.

IS

PLEAD
SANITY

Washington, April t. It was
declared at the White
House today that tho real reason for
Harrlman's interest In the election
of the state ticket in New York in
1904 was that he wanted to advance
his own ambition, which was to succeed Depew as senator. In reference
to Harrlman's attitude, it is said. It
was that If the president could be induced to send Depew to Paris. Governor Hlgglns was prepared to appoint Harriman to the vacancy in the
senate.
HARRIMAN IN CONFERENCE
WITH FRIENDS IN CASK
New York, April 3. The publicaand
tion of the Harrlman-Webstcorrespondence was very widely discussed
today In financial and political circles.
Harriman was said to be In
consultation with several friends presumably wltJi a view of defending his
should
future nttHude nnd course
the president make a rejoiner to his
night,
statement last
in which
ho
had said In his letter to Sidney Webster, that it was at the president's solicitation that he raised 1200,000 for
use In New York state In the campaign of 1904, and that the president had agreed, "if found necessary" to appoint Senator Depew to
the ambassadorship to France.

HILL'S SON WAS CHOSEN
AS PRESIDENT OF JtOAD.
St. Paul, April 3. It was announced last night that James J. Hill had
resigned tho presidency of the Great
Northern railroad and will be chairman of the board of directors. His
son, Louis W. Hill, succeeds him as
the president ot the Great Northern.
The following statement was given
to the Associated l'ress fromo Mr.
Hill's office:
"At a meeting of the board of directors held yesterday afternoon the
organization of the company was enlarged by the election ot a chairman
of the board of directors. J. J. Hill
was elected chairman.
"Louis W. Hill was elected president and Frank H. McGulgan first
vice president.
Mr. McUuigan will
have direct charge of the operating
department, the other officers of the
board remaining as at present. The
company's business has doubled in
the past five or six years, which ren
ders necessary the Increase of the,
operating stall,"

er

Roosevelt-Sherman-Harrlm-

WHAT 1IARUIMAN HAD TO
SAY AltOUT HIS LETI-EINew York. April 3. E. H. Harriman late last night gave out the following statement concerning his let.
ter published yesterday:
"For many years 1 have maintained
an Intimate confutenU"! vorresaond.-enc- ft
with my friend Kidney Webster.
What I wrote him und what he wrote
me was, of cour.p, Intended for our
eyes alone. In the course of a letter
which he wrote me in December,
1905, he warned me against being
drawn into politics and questioned
whether I had any political party or
Instinct. This drew from ine the reply to Mr. Webster's inquiry, which,
in a substantially correct form, haj
been stolen and published. This letter was written on January 2, 1906,
at a time when no one could doubt
the cordiHlhy of my relations with
the president.
"About ten days ago I uas told
that a discharged stenographer was
trying to sell to some newspaper . a
reproduction from his notes of one of
my private letters.
I could hardly
believe that any matter so obtained
would be accepted or published.
Yet
I made every effort to
prevent it.
I
When
learned late yesterday afternoon that a New York paper had a
traiiNscript of these notes, I notified
the publisher at once of the facts and
urged upon his attention the gross
outrage that the publication of It
under such circumstances would involve.
While deploring, of course,
that the sacredness of a private correspondence should be thus vlofated,
I cannot withdraw anything
In the
letter."

ATCHISON INCREASES ITS
COMMON

STOCK

l'I II)EM.

They Turn Out Lawyers and Work Will Be Delayed For atjAlentally Irresponsible When
Witnesses and Examine
Least Thirty Days
She Killed Former United
Case For Themselves.
Longer.
states Senator Brown.

New York, April 3. The directors
of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
railway today declared a
dividend of 3 per cent on common
stock.
This is an increase of half
of 1 per cent
over the
rate paid for several years.

FOUNDATIONS '
TRIAL OF JOHN WALSH
I tKnlNAL BUILDING
SET FOR OCTOBER 15

LTI I EI tN PACIFIC ELM TS
OLD ItOAKO OF DIKECTOItS
Louisville, Ky., April 3. The
meeting of the stockholders of
the Southern Puclflc company was
held today at Ueechmont. Only routine business was tranacted. The old
board of directors was elected. All
the proxies were made out In the
1).
names of E, 11. Harriman,
W.
Cornish und A. V. Humphrey.

semi-annu-

j

WILL MAKE REPORT TO

nit

j

New York, April 3. After hearing
two experts us witnesses today, .one
for the state and one for the defense, the commission, which Is
into the present condition of
Harry K. Thaw, went Into executive
session and conducted lis Inst mental
and physlclnl examination of the defendant.
Even the lawyers on both sides
were burred from this last sitting, the
commission Intimating that after the
mass of contradictory expert testimony placed before it, the members
believed they could get all the Information they required from Thaw
himself. The commission expects to
d
report Its conclusions to Justice
tomorrow, at which time the
trial will proceed, or an order will be
issued committing Thaw to Mattewan
asylum for the criminal insane.
Rattle of Experts.
The determination
reached
last
night, after eight hours of close attention to expert alienists, that the
commission would today make its
own private examination of Thaw,
came as a complete surprise. Yesterday's work was but another battle of
alienists. Those engaged by the district attorney declared Thaw absolutely incapable of understanding his
condition, of realizing the nature ot
the charge against him or of rationally conferring with counsel, while
those engaged by the defense declared Thaw throughout the trial had
acted in a rational manner, had rationally advised his counsel in their
hearing, and fully understood
and
appreciated
everything
connected
with the trial.
The experts for the prosecution admitted that they had reached their
conclusions as to Thaw's present state
of mental unsoundness from distant
observations of him in the court room
and from writings alleged to have
emanated from him during the trial.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
I'NDEItWlUTEKS MEETS.
New York, April 3. The mid-yemeeting of the executive committee
ot the National Association of Life
Underwriters began today at the Hotel Gotham, in this city. The meeting is the most important held by
the association through the year. A
national organ, under the title of
Life Association
News.
has been
started and continued with much success.
This meeting will discuss the
project before advanced, of a uniform
und model constitution and
for the local associations. This Is the
first step toward making the national
association something more than a
federation; towards amalgamating into one working and effective whole
the more than fifty local associaar

by-la-

tions.

HEAUS NOTHING
OF INCHEASEIt KATES

i

SINKING
Ur--

OUUKIJ IUA1UKKUW

i t tl

New

lurk,

April 3.

A lire,

caused

ttiIIf

1
T
At the ocal office of the Pos- -

"

IMUtliiltTIUI

.

al

semi-annual-

S

an-ru- al

Washington, April 3. Mrs. Annie
s
Itradley. who shot to death
in the excavation for the
er United States Senator
Arthur
Adoo tunnel terminal ut JJey, Fulton Rrt.wn of Utah, in a hotel In this
and Church streets, early this morn- city, Iiecember 8. last, will
plead
ing, did damage estimated at
menial irresponsibility as her de lU'SSIA WILL OWOSE
and a delay of thirty days In the fense to the Indictment for murder,
DISARMAMENT AT HAGUE.
completion of the work on the hugj The case may be set for April 25.
St. Petersburg. April 3. The Rusterminal building will result.
Five
sian representatives abroad have been
men were Injured during the pro- II WKI.lt WALSH'S TIM AIi
directed to communicate a circular
gress of the tire by being caught In
HAS KEEN SET FOIt OCTOHEU note
The Hague conferone deep caisson, two of them Berl- Chicago, April 3. John It. Walsh, ence, regarding
the main feature of which Is
ously.
were former president of the Chicago NaSeveral big derricks
the announcement that Russia, Gerbudly Injured and a temporary wood- - tional bank, now under Indictment many
and Austria reserve the right
en Hooting over the surface of JJey j on u charge of misapplying the funds to
abstain from a discussion of quesaireei, covering ine excavation, wtwi"i me uaim, was urraigneu loaay in tions
In their opinion cannot
"which
ruined.
There were many thrllllnj the federal court. He pleaded not
rescues of men who were under- guilty and the tiiul was set for Oc- lead to practlcul results." meaning
the limitation of armunients.
ground In a hundred or more cais- tober 15th.
sons, which were being sunk
for
foundations for the big terminal
officials of the Western Union in
buildings.
the local office state that the general
raise in telegraph rates will not apply
to New Mexico at this time ut least,
but will prevail in the middle west
WERE SCOIT KNI6HVS and the east. The only raise put in
effect here April 1st Is a 10 cent Increase on all night messages. This
news was received with considerable
pleasure by the business men ot AlRED FLAGS STOLEN
ii uquerque.
by

a spark from one of the boiler

i

Mc- -

M.

form-room-

150,-DU-

HOLT

OF

GOVERNOR KlliKEY REFUSED
OKLAHOMA
REQUISITION
i'hoenix, Ariz., April 3. Governor
Kibbey yesterday refused to honor
the requisition of the governor of
Oklahoma for the extradition of Dr.
o. it. liraridon,
Naco, surgeon of
i
.,
.,,. o L' of V,..
...
I.' I
II
(inn at
Knight is 4 Ii,. a.,
Rifuuinciiini)
Auctioneer Scott
laiuuuu,
alleged
wanted
libeling ot Oklafor
imbued with the belief that a 4
homa men, in respect
to
mining
society of unarrhlsts is being
transactions in Mexico.
secretly organized in Albuquer- que. and gives as grounds for
WHOLESALERS MUST NOT
this belief that he has had two
OWN 8AI1OONK JIEKEAFTElt
red auction Hags stolen within
Lincoln, April 3. The bill making
the past two weeks, one from
" unlawful for brewers and whole- the ltaynolds building on east
liquor men to OW 1 SalOOnS, pasS- Killlr,l nvenlle nn.l I ho nthr Sa.e
' l'oth home
of ti e Nebraska leg- from Miss Kaplan's home, near
Is!a,urc an' vl"
'g'"-by the
Temple Albert, in both instances
governor.
the flags disappeared mysterl- - 4
ously between suns. Mr. Knight
left them ttoating gracefully in
the breeze on the evening of the
MEMORY OF BULLPEN
4 disappearance to Jlnd them gone
4 the following morning, flag pole
on the first ocand banner.
casion, where the flag was taken 4
4 from the ltaynolds building Mr.
Knight attiibuled the theft to
4 some small boy. but now that
4 a second flag disappears from
INSANE
where the Kaplan auction Is to
4 be held, he feels certain that the
organized
4' thieves are a well
band and that they have some
4 motive deeper that what the
Cripple Creek, Colo., April 3. The
mere value of the flags could
memory of the military "bull pen"
possibly Inspire. The flags are
horrors here in the big strike
red and about two feet square 4 and Its the
administration of Gover4 and exactly like the "flag of 4 during
nor
Peabody,
has driven It. W. Mulr,
4 blood," excepting that they have 4 formerly a prominent
member of the
4 the word "Auction" printed on
local Miners' union, violently Insane
them. The word auction, how- ut Los Angeles, Cal., where he has
ever, should the thieves be
been ordered committed to an asy4 anarchists, could be easily colorlum to prevent him from doing
s' ed the same hue of the back-- 4
to himself or others. Mulr for
ground, and with hopes of
'UjuJI
weeks was confined in the
4 bringing the thieves to Justice
pen"
with hundreds of other union
4 and uncovering their secret mo.
sympathizers.
tlve, should they have one, Mr.
After being deported from the dis4 Knight today offered a reward
trict, Mulr, with his brother, Walter,
of 5 for their capture and con- who
was also incarcerated
in the
vlction. The offer of this re- ' bull pen,"
and also subsequently
4 ward appears in this issue of
engage
to
went
to
exiled,
In
Arizona
The Evening Citizen.
mining. The treatmeit R. W. Mulr
received In the "bull pen" caused his
health to fall, und later his mind
St. IxjuU Wool Market.
began to weaken.
Hi delusion Is
St. Louis. April 3. Wool steady, that he Is pursued by enemies who
'
Unchanged.
threaten to deport him again.

PRESIDENT DID
WATER

ut
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n i tri

DEATH
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CAUSE
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Elected Head of Mesllla Valley
Attorneys For Defense Show
Association Without
Their Hand-Pa- ge
Watches
Dissenting Vote.
Proceedings Closely.

f

4T
4i 4 4
1
Las Cruces, N. M., April 3.
Hon. H. 11. Holt, leader of the
Republican solid seventeen In
the house of the recent legislature and the most prominent
figure of Ihe assembly, was yesterday elected without one dis
senting vote, us councilman and
president of the Mesllla Valley
Water Users' association for a
term of three years.
This Is a position of honor
trust
and
which Indicates
strongly the confidence which
the people of Dona Ana county
repose in Mr. Holt and their appreciation of the work he has
done in assisting them to secure
4 the great Irrigation project of

T

j

When the Page murder trial ooen- ed this morning the attorneys for
tne uerense showed their hand. The
defense will attempt to prove thut
Walter Jom-- died from erysipelas, or
a complication resulting from erysipelas, and not from the blow on the
heud alleged 10 have been struck by
Gregory Page.
Gallup physirians uer? the principal witnesses today, unit the case bi'ginning to develop a lively interest.
Up to this time the testimony
f the
physicians seems to point to tho
blows us the rral cause of the deceased's subsequent illness, though as
only a fair start has been made and
but few
finished,
one cannot foretell what the defeus.i
that valley.
4 may huve to present at a future
Kergusson, for the prosecution, is carrying on the case single-handethough
District Attorney
Ol It DELEGATE KEEPS
Clancy is superintending
the proFIRST CLASS COM PAN V.
cedure.
Washington,
3.
April
Sen.
Mr Page is in the court room at
Hansbrough. North Dakota, re- ull sessions.
It Is expected that his
publican whip of the senate.
wlfii
will be mi early witness In the
gave a dinner Tuesday night.
case,
though
will be determined
this
Covers were laid for four. Wll- by the desires of his attorney. Mr.
Ham Loeb, secretary to tne pres- 01
lilent; Senator Jonathan Kowme 4 Hubs.
At the beKinnliig of the trial Judge
Oregon, and Tlelegate Andrews,
Abbott s'JKge.-te- d
that 1101, . of the
New Mexico, formed the party.
witnesses be allowed to hear the tesy
The contract for a
timony ,f another. They are kept in
brick dormitory for the Indian
an aiite-r.i.iijut oft ihe court room,
school at Sant.t Fu has been let
and called as needed
to the George HiniiilliY I'omp.i- At
o'clock this afternoon Mr
11a. Chicago, fur
lv7'i, i,, in.
Eergusson had examined the second
elude heat und light.
01
pnysicians.
ine
Postmaster ut Chilill. Ramon
lr. Stoefer. eand
beg-tAttorney Dob.-o-n
lit cioss-Sunohes. vice Ad"lfo Malas. re- signed.
(Coutiuued on Pago liitj,
'

s

itiiiiinuttiitt
Ytritittiumttii
4

4

in-Ju-

company today
tal Telegraph
It was stated that nothing had
yet been received regarding an
increase of telegraph rates by
that company. Superintendent
was expected
4 Klatk, who
to
reach here from Kl l'aso today,
4 will not arrive before tomorrow
.Money Market.
morning. It Is probably that
New York, April 3. Money on call 4 the question of high telegraph
per cent; prime mercaneasy, Z43
rates Mill be taken up then.
per cell, silver t
tile paper 6 ii
V

OVERJFUJURE

New
York. April 3. Regarding
the resignation of James J. Hill as
president of the Great Northern railroad, and his election as chairman ot
the board of directors, E. T. Nichols,
vice president of the Great Northern,
said last night that In no sense does
this mean the retirement ot Hill
from the direction of Great Northern
affairs. He added that Hill's duties
as chairman would be practically
Identical with the duties he has been
performing in recent years, which
are the general direction
of the
road's policies and finances, rather
than the operation of the property
itself.

Flti-geral-

GREETING

FRIENDS

Kentuc-

in 1522.

ROUMANIAN

CONSULTS WITH

Southern Pacific Holds Medina Harriman Claims His Letter Pubof Stockholder Proxies In
lished Yesterday Was Stolen
by Stenographer.

l'uerto

WILE LEAVE PEN

IV

IN SENATE

DIVIDENDS ON COMMONS

Among Striking Roumanian Peasants Understand
Changes Are For Their BetterStreet Car Men In Montment, and Cease KevolU
gomery Alabama.
28,

NORTHERN

GIVES BIGGER

Kioting Occurs

3. Commissioner
Apri!
Chicago,
Ivnapp, of the Interstate commerce

DEPEW'S SEAT

Continues Same Duties Under If President Would Send De- Different Name Only.
pew to Paris. Hlgglns Would
Son Is President.
Appoint Harriman.

SHAKEN UP BY TREM8L0R

STRIKE

NOT HARRIMAH AFTER

QUIT GREAT

ISLANDS WELL

AZORE

DOES

.

Managers of Western Rai- American Care Assures Them
of Safety In Property
lroads Have Made Conand Life.
cessions and
MEN MAY ACCEPT INSTEAD

Dallvred by Carrier,

HILL

SATISFIED

ORDERED

yt.

Evening Cltlien, In Advaiw, M pr
SO Mitt mp msnth.
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4
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d,

two-stor-
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CRUEL MURDER OF
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6-YE-

OLD BOY;
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Citizen Publishing Company
at

EVENING CITIZEN.
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PITILESS SLAYER BURIES
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MYSTERY
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AT DETROIT
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Whtn You Need

PERSONAL

WANTED.
one short order
WANTED
Apply to P. W. Yunker.
cook.
Socorro, N. M
m
At once,

DRUGS

ALIVE

Iill- -

mcrkxna's

Itsi

IV. APRIL

3. INT.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

WANTED Salesman and collector.
Good proposition for right man.
213
South Second street.
always
how
Don't
think
WANTED
Woman
for general
housework; good wages; no washyou can get them.
cheap
ing.
Apply 600 North Fourth.
Think Instead, where you can
WANTED A girl for general house
get the freshest, the purest
work, small family. Miss Arnold,
724 West Copper avenue.
and Mronffcst and come where
WANTED More work tor a flrst- you tan always get them. We
class hand laundry. Lnce curtains a
have only one quality the
specialty. Satisfaction guaranteed.
408 West TIJerns nvenue. (Colored.)
.Ami our
BEST ALWAYS.
prices are always the lowest,
WANTED Ladles wanting stylish
millinery and dressmaking, call on
quality considered.
Miss Crane, 512
North Second
street. Prices low.
Also appren944
'Phone
tices wanted.
WANTED
Gentleman's
second
hand clothing. No. BIB South First
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. R. J. Sweoney,
proprietor.
K)ll KENT.
z
FOK KENT Furnished rooms and
tents, 413 South Urondway.
Occidental Life Hulldlng.
Foil RENT Front room, southern
exposure, screened porch. 417 W.
Fruit avenue.
y
FOK KENT A six room
of Seventh
brick house, corner
street and TIJeras avenue. Inquire
at Champion Grocery, 624 West TICorner Br adwav and
Jeras nvenue.
h
East Railroad: Avenue
FOK RENT Pleasant,
ed rooms, near business center;
rates reasonable.
Corner Sixth
Colo rtione. Black 30,
andRallroad. Apply at rear.
Also heifer
FOR RENT House.
y
&
calf, 3 weeks old. for sale.
Call
at 212 South High street, or 610
INTERESTING EVENTS IN South Walter. Five-rooKENT
FOK
modern
home, furnished; will rent for the
summer or lease for a year; plenty
A I.TK KATKD
AND
of shade and fruit trees; good location. John M. Moore Realty Co.

DEATH WHICH IMS SHOCKED
AM, MiniKiAN, MAY UK SOLV
ED BY 1MI.K IHBKX

OFFICIAL PAPER FOR
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE

KDMll

PROPERTY

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture,
Pianos, Organs.
Horses. Wagons and other Chattels;
also on SALARIES AND WARB-HOUS- E
RECEIPTS, as low as $1
and as high as $200. Loans ars
quickly made and strictly
prlvats.
Time: One month to one year riven.
Goods remain in your
possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms t and 4, Grant Bldg.
S16 West Railroad Aye.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
On

Urtrolt. Mich.. April 3. The police
b.iflUcd over tht mystery of the
r reu- murder of Utile,
eiick MtKonna.
It was a cruel niurilrr. so cruel
'
that It has shocked all Michigan.
TO
The Innocent playful hoy was prop- tlrally hurled alive. He hud been
maltreated, hut he ww still alive,,
probably conscious, when the pitiless
f
Wc have about $3,000 to loan ln
L
wretch threw him Ind) a trench
sewer
opened
for
which had been
suuiif i; $1,00 or less on real eMate
pipe, and then pushed hundreds ot
Mi n.il.i a g ner cent. .
iiew
pounds of dirt upon the little body.
Freddies home was at 124 Mate,
He had been playing around
New York Surpassed Herself street.
the street during the afternoon, butAt midIn to supper.
come
didn't
in This Always Over Done
nlnght his father reported him mis
sing to the police.
Show Parade.
he next morning diggers, going
CO.
back to work on the trench round
the body.
21 West Cold Are.
One theory of the police Is mm me
boy was the victim of a moral perTHE
PUBLIC
r
...
.. etV
I
I vert.
There have been many aliened
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
lews, but only one Is left.
When;
WHITE ART GOLLECnON Freddie's
pockets were examined,
there were found six souvenir post
cards made In Germany. He did not
have these cards when he left home, FltKlHHK M K H.N'XA, AiHI l. U'H
M
WAS
to liuy them.
RrlHno U'hlct Pstnrito I put Am. nor the money
lil'ItlKD AI1VE.
U,IU
who .ive ,,., tn hlm7 The mur- (Oil SALEi.
derer. the Dollce believe.
usement- - Great Marriage
ne first class ratchet setter
e
This was thought of Krc!it
The police now believe that the
When the boy s corpse was (lis- -- A good big cow,
will be
FOR
SALE
at once.
a
near
boy's
it
until
the
Identiwas
found
mother
covered there
handkerchief may have heen used to
Revival.
31.
March
soon
George
Neher,
2
See
K.
fresh
Stonem.istons, $4 per day.
woman's handkerchief, stained with fied it as one of her own which the Rar the boy to prevent his outcries
IT 13 The peace of Utrecht
ends
2 Hench Men, $3.50 per day.
lad carried.
FOK SALE Party will sacrifice type
blood.
belli heard.
hostilities with Canada.
10
Miners, $2.50 to $3 per dav.
good
new.
as
Address
writer,
English company se
An
(Ily l5"Tr TliuimtMiii.)
Raker, $16 to $18 per wek.
Typewriter, care CUly.en office.
carry
cures
to
right
exclusive
the
.
April
New York,
Manhattan
Teamsters, $2.25 per day.
parlance. In the matrimonial take their house guests as a change
Jersey
African slaves Jnto American ports, Foil SALE Thoroughbred
attended the church services Sun racing
Solicitors, on commission
The dullness of Holy week from home menus.
bull, coming four. Address or indefeating
legislation
thus
colonial
IN
COMMERCIAL
day morning, but the serious business market.
CLUB
Canvassers, on commission.
engagewas enlivened by reports of
quire of J. C. Bemenderfer, 6 miles
seeking to stop slave trade.
of the day Included something more ment
Holy
Girls for housework.
proved
week
has
In
six
a
engagement.
dull
Karlier
Albuquerque.
after
of
passes
1774
south
Hoston
Parliament
Short order cook at once.
than attention to Faster carols. Like the season ambitious mothers felt not days on the great white way.
The
port
bill.
you
"Variety"
SALE
At
the
FOK
th
in
street
Haltlmore and
Charles
SOUTHWESTERN
EMPLOYlittle worry at the slow develop only new offerings of genuine dra1833 Treasury building at Wash
bread,
6c
fine
will
find
home
made
BY
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Hoard walk in Atlantic City, Fifth ment
21
matic value have been limited to the
MENT AGENCY,
loves young dream. nut changes
ington, D.
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burned.
loaf;
a
avenue had a brilliant passing show all thatof was
bill
at
Lyric
of
lucky
theater,
the
changed, and It's
1854
treaty be
Phone. 807. No. 110 S. Sec. St.
A commercial
beans, soup and other good things
Hut the real
to edify the gapers on.
fashionable Key York that the where Ermete Jtovelll, the famous
tween the United States and Japan
strictly home made. Phone 710.
display of feminine finery was about for
was so formid- Italian actor, presented a different
present
list
season's
Is negotiated, and signed by Commo
Mrs. Downs. 606 South Arno St.
the tables of the smartest restaurplay each night.
POINTS
Three of his pro
dore Perry.
SALE
The Claude Glrard
FOK
ants, where fashionable New York ably long.
ductions were Italian translations of
grants
1SS2
Congress
pension
fashionable
Thursday
live
a
next
On
property on Mountain road, first
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disposed Itself to eat. drink and be
Shakespeare
"Othello,"
"Hamlet"
$5,000
celebrated,
five
to
of
of
each
widows
the
and
be
weddings
will
merry, while displaying Its new
house wert of acequla, near Six
and "The Taming of the Shrew."
James- A. Garfield, James K. Polk
M. Bond.
gowns and criticising the modish ap more are scheduled for Saturday. A
Ira
The week has been chiefly remarkteenth street. Inquire on premises
and John Tyler.
week from today will see society able
ATTORNEY AT LAW. 32 F.St..
pa re I of Its neighbors.
ElKs Hope to Overcome Mar
Proadway.
for
old
revivals
of
300
or
North
memories.
at
to
to
his
over
Hoboken
Sherry's. Delmonico's and the Wal- Journeying
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Claxton's "Two Orphans," at the
Pensions,
April I.
Castle Point for the nuptials ot Kate
dorf Astoria were the objective points toric
gin in Final Game on
copyrights.
land patents,
Fourteenth Street theater, and "Hip
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Delaware
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and
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Miss
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Van
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letter
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Hy Authority of the City Council of
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Home
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Trinity
In
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It. W. 1. Uryan.
had been a keen competition all week marriage will
days when Joseph Jefferson and
the City in Albuquerque, N. M.
to govern themselves.
reception to the
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer
to secure tables situated to furnish church, after which toea given
the original orphun were contemporRrlggs,
1696
John
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the
toy
Col.
will
New
que,
York"
'all
N. M. Office.
Those
Notice Is hereby given that an elec
the best vantage points.
First National
uncle and aneous footllght favorites.
The Commercial club turned the d'es, aged 97. His figure was grotec- - tlon will be held In the city of Albu Bank building.
Informal luncheons where the and Mrs. Edwin A. Stevens, Point,
the
at Castle
tables on the Elks in the second iue because ofto numerous pieces of Querque. New Mexico, on Saturday,
smart set dropped in to "get a bite," aunt of the bride,
nailed
his clothes; one of
E. W. Dobson.
WHAT TI1K KIDNEYS DO.
block of the pool tournament and de- leather
were carefully planned events.
Po historic home of the Stevens family,
between the hours of
shoes was made of about 1,000 9May 4, 1907,
ATTORNEY
AT LAW.
feated them by a score of 291 to 229 his
Office,
p.
m
6
tsltlon in the dining room had been which has not been the scene of a l'lifii- a.
m.
o'clock
and
o'clock
IjiccaKing Work Keeps Is The. last game of the evening wai pieces of leather.
Cromwell block. Albuaueraue. N. M.
voting
following
secured far in advance, and the head wedding In many years.
day,
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the
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said
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with
discontent
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Strong
Healthy.
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Landolft,
of
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S.
Marguerite
wedding
Miss
of
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waters had
a
The
harvest
government prevails; it is too radi places:
DENTISTS.
cial club, who defeated his opponet cal
by knowing w hat guests It would be I Loew, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
First Ward City Hall.
for conservatives and too con
All the blood in the body passes decisively in forty-thre- e
minutes
to remember in reserving I ward Victor Loew, to Mr. Robert
Chaa,
Office
of
Second
Ward
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
for the radicals.
The Commercial club Is now In the servative
Never was more atten Cutting Lawrence, Is to quietly cele- through the kidneys once every three
the tables.
1863 Price
of middling upland Chadwlck & Co.. on Gold avenue.Dun,-ba- r,
Dental Surgeon.
tion paid to what is really a passing brated next Thursday at the residence minutes. The kidneys filter the blood. lead by 21 points, but the Elks feel cotton 72 to 74 cents; premium on
Office of E. H.
Ward
Third
Rooms 2 and S, Barnett bulldlns.
Itul than has been manifested to of the bride's parents. No. 25 West They work night and day. When confident that they can overcome gold 1561J to 156.
corner of Third street and Gold over O'Rielly'a
drug store. Phone
street, instead of In St. healthy they remove about 500 grains this margin In the third and last
h
wards the "informal Easter lunchGen avenue.
1865 Hattle of Five Forks.
eon." Hut New York "is taking It Thomas' Protestant Episcopal church, of impure
dally, when un- game, which will be played soon in Sheridan sunnorted bv Gens. Warren
matter
Ward At office of George No. 744. Appointments made by mall.
Fourth
very seriously, as New York usually as was originally planned.
The healthy some part of this impure mat- Hie Elk club floms.
lAyres and Merrltt. turns the front of K. Craig, Justice of the poace, South
Edmund J, Alger, D. . S.
does take Its amusements when t her change has been made on aetount of ter is left in the blood. This brings
The total score of the games so far the confederates under Gen. Pickett, Third street.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Africa
Is as follows:
Is a social string attached.
played
Illness In the bride's family. Another on many diseases
driving them out of their Intrench
At which said election the question hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.: 1:39
and symptoms
Interesting Thursday wedding Is that pain
Elks.
Thirty
flight.
of authorizing the Issuance of
ments and pressing their
p. m. to 5 p. m. Both phones. Apin the back, headache, nervous2d.
W hite Art Sale.
of Miss Annie Ward Kountze. daugh
Thousand ($30,000) Dollars of bonds pointments made by mail.
50
50
April a.
One of the most interesting events ter of Mr. and Mrs. Luther Kountze. ness, hot, dry skin, rheumatism, gout, S. ltenjamln
NewAlbuquerque,
City
of
of
said
the
gravel, disorders of the eyesight and Me.Man n us
.10
20
of the
1512 Ponce de Leon Is empower
week was the Stanford to Mr. J. Gordon Douglas.
Mexico, to erect and build a city
W. M.
Mf I.
50
White art sale.
3i ed to Kettle Dlmenl, the great un building, will be submitted to the Homeopathic SHERIDAN.
Such art treasures
So much for the weddings. Of the hearing, dizziness, irregular heart, McDonald
Physician and Surgeon.
40 known land of the north, which Is qualified voters of said city, who are
41
have seldom before, if ever, come un- new engagements, the most interest debility, drowslnes, dropsy, deposits Harris
Occidental
Life Building. Tele50 reputed to have the fountain of eter
33
der the hammer of an American auc- Ing continues to be the recently an in the urine, etc. Dut if you keep the Summers
the owners of real or personal prop phone 886. Albuquerque. N. M.
50 nal youth.
tioneer. For it was in his own house nounced plighted troth between Mlas filters right you will have no trouble Hertzog
60
erty, subject to taxation, within the
DR. R. Ii. HUST.
1792 The national mint establish
that Stanford White was to be seen Ethel Rockefeller and Miss Marcellu. with your kidneys.
said City of Albuquerque, New Mex
as a great connoisseur.
Office,
JV. T. Arm I Jo Bldg.
274
223 ed at Philadelphia.
His treas Hartley Dodge.
Totals
The young couple
J. W. Wtir, living at 718 Eleventh
ures were bought In every corner of will start life unembarrassed
1819 The
"American
Farmer ico.In witness whereof I have hereunto
by a street, Albuquerque, N. M , says: "I
Tuberculosis
Commercial Club.
treated with High
first agricultural paper In the counEurope, and chosen because of their lack of this world's goods.
1st.
lloth
set my hand and caused to be affixed Frequency Electrical
Current and
back Evans
try Is Issued at Haltlmore.
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reports the
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Mexico.
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4
from
to p. m. Trained
taht he has but 19,000 men to de
them. The world could see his taste Indeed they could set that aged per could not straighten after stooping Post
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FRANK McKEE,
nurse in attendance.
Both nhones.
fend Washington and eight regiments
in art decorations in public places son a pace which would cripple him without help. As long as I would re- Weller
50
Mayor
soon to leave, while a force of 5a,like the Madison Square Garden, or at the beginning of the race.
main in an erect position I experien- Clark
50
DRS.
ItKONSON & BRONSON.
Attest:
000 men is needed.
in the many houses of the wealthy
ced no difficulty of any kind but the Pickard
49
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by
1865 Richmond is abandoned
which were furnished under his diHomeopath.
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Country l'liulng Devlin.
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government
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rection. But in his own home he felt
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(SEAL. )
New York will recover with u rush the muscles of the loins, caused me to
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o'clock
about
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and
residence,
628.
First publication April a, 1907.
the social stagnation of last suffer severely. I tried different rem
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fancy full reign.
His love for the from
o- Is more Catarrh In this section Jeqerson Davis while at church
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The Simpson tunnel
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Department of the Interior, Land need a giod veterinary surgeon. Call
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much bt w ild. red, but it eventually
Pabst Blue Ribbon
Doing liusiiiCHS Again.
dawned U!oii him that he 1,(1 J spent
my friends thought I was
"When
instead ot making
Beer
a
an after in playing bridge at $25
.iboiil to take leave of this world, on
work for the stomach,
To all points Railroad Ti
point instead of two bits, as he hail
account of Indigestion, nervousness
ts
helps it to work better.
supposed.
Had he lost the Hinount
and general debility," writes A. A.
bought and sold. Moore's Tiilfii
i 'hlsliolin. Treadwell,
Try Pabst by 'phoning
of his winnings he would have be.-iN. Y., and when
Ofllif. 113 West Railroad
financially rippled for several ears
it looked as if there
was no hope
for a cave.
I
to eouie
The play Is certainly th"
try
left,
to
persuaded
was
Electric
loi k .ii
l.v
Ton hi. M i u U pli.ii.i i. .
i,i A,ii. ii,.i. ,!;,il!.iii . Many
I, liters, and
Mown to piece.-- and
rejoice to say that they
tliinif lo New York just now. but It's 1.'. log
,x plo.-io-u
a terrific
suddenly whal uiiim hut.Hi,- Only member of American Ticbeen
Muo.k Ilmlm flung high in the air, others are curing me. I am now doing busibridge, and it comes mighty high.
ll.lUle-lllgreatest
(Inwrecked Fiance's
l
aboaid when
mlghiy ih.iim.iii. were crushed against lll side of the ness again us of old, and am still
ket Brokers' Association in Albu2 on and Injuring ana of
killing
Jena,
gave
L
Meyers
Co.,
(In,,Ernest
in
terrific, deiii.-niMs.-by Hp- expanding gases. The gaining daily."
'test tonic medicine
Kcxival or Mulriiiioii).
querque, X. M.
Correspondence
her clew of li.'io men. The aeeoiu-panlii- l.'asis.
brought
ship, costing ii, iiiu.uio), was split lik on earth.
Guaranteed by all drug- 110 11? W. Silver Ave., Albuquerque
of
.l.i
The i n
solicited.
tinle
mu
picture,
ftotn
nrst
Victim
in
say
In
death
125.
nut
..
a
fearful
gists.
Phone
paper
ihey
forms
50c.
f. ii m." as
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StMiKTY

Mines Receive In- Murat ilalstead and Whltelaw
Reid. First In Retirement.
crease of Wages From 25
Other as Ambassador.
Cents Up 4.000 Affected.
--

'a. Tox..the April
Warren
3.

All tlw liiK

(Aris.)
Increiiotvl the wnnes of their emThe Increase la
ploye yesterday.
from 25 cents up. and the announcepresent
high price
ment says that the
About
if copper makes It possible.
4.0
men are affected. The real reason i believed to be opposition to
the Western Federation of Miner".
In

III AliO MN ON KASTKIIN
C'liASSIt'U'ATION "OM MITTKK.
Chicago
April 3. The
Chlcairo,
I iirnmerclal
association will tonight
petitioning the
'insider the matter ofcity
representaliiilroads to give this
tion on the eastern classification comHarlow,
According
H.
to
mittee.
chairman of the association, Chicago
Is suffering severely from
the fact
that there Is not a single railroad man
of the
Is
a
member
city
in this
who
committee, which is the most Important rate organization in tho entire
country. The greatest Increase of
rates have been made not In the rates
In
ihemfMdves, but by changes
the
classifications, and although Chicago
and the mlddlewest are vitally Interested In the eastern rlnsiflcation they
Imve little oportunlty to get In touch
with that body or with its acts. The
association has requested that at least
ihree Chicago railroad men bo placed
on the committee, and that occasionally the meetings of the committee
be held In this city Instead of always being held In New York. The
association Is also considering an effort to make the eastern railroads
Hive Chicago a more representative
set of traffic men. Attention Is called to the fact that since the death of
Captain Grafter not a single eastern
railroad has In Chicago, the greatest
In the country, a
railroad centre
traffic man with a title higher man
that of general traffic manager.
There Is not a single eastern vice
president In charge of traffic, and
but one general manager, D. W.
'ooke. of the Erie, who has recently
come here.
AMKIUCAV CAIIPKT TltADK
AWAITS lXtJHAlX ADOITIOX.
New York, April 8. Nothing has
l.een heard this week regarding the
plan and marketing of ingrain carpets and art squares through one
selling agent. According to all
some 1.2U0 out of the total
number of looms have agreed to
udopt the plan proposed at ihe I'hlla-il- i
Iphla conference, and that the
manufacturers representing the
of the looms would undoubtedly
come Into the combine. The demand
this season for Ingrain carpets has
been very poor, and with the exception of a moderate amount of
business on ingrain art squares the
mills have had a poor season. It Is
confidently believed by the trade that
the plan to appoint W. and J. Sloane
sole selling agents for the next five
all Ingrain carpets and rugs
Mars of put
through, and that it will
be
be one of the best things that could
liiippen for the Ingrain Industry in
the country. The price cutting tactics
so extensively practiced In past sea-si.by Ingrain manufacturers,
for
lie purpose, apparently, of securing
business regardless of price, has resulted in damaging the ingrain trade
to a marked
extent.
Conservative
manufacturers state that where orders
were booked at prices below the cost
f manufacture
the carpets turned
out were not equal In quality to those
i f former seasons, so very little carpel wool was used and the wearing
quality of the Ingrains was impaired
to a market extent. In this way
carpets and rugs have received
:i black eye throughout the country,
.vnd the buyer has turned his attention to better grades of carpets, which
lie found cheaper to purchase even
;it a higher price.
bal-iin-

I

i

in

It KIM IIMCAXS VOTK AT
I ) KM OC'I t ATI t' 1'IMMAKY.

Ptnsacola, Fla., April 3. Many republicans voted yesterday
at the
ilemocratic primary. They claim that
ihey are Interested in the welfare of
the city, and should be allowed to
vote without any questioning of their
party Htamling.
The democrats allowed them to vote on the promise
they
that
would support the ticket
Many of
that carried the primary.
the republicans are large land holders, and feel a substantial Interest in
how the city Is governed.
Ill OS IttX'KIVF.O
BOMBAY

t on
l'OKT

WORKS.
Bombay, India. April 3. This is
bids for
carrying out a reclamation scheme
between Mazngnon and Sewrl. The
contract will include the building of
y
a
quay walk about
12.000 feet long on rilled foundations
and the reclamation of about eighteen
of the foreshore, to be effected
tet
by silt or mudpumped or dredged
from the harbor bed.
I

lie last day for receiving

rubble-masonr-

ItOCIIKSTKR f l.llt WII.I.
.IVK JOINT COXCKRT.
Rochester. N. Y., April 3. The
isit of the Amherst Musical club has
been made the occasion by the
of Rochester Musical club to
.loin with Amherst men in a grand
oncert In which the full strength of
the two organizations will be turned
Into one grand musical treat. About
snenty-flv- e
musical men of the college and university will participate
tonight. The Amherst men constitute
ne of the most widely favorable
musical clubs in the country. It has
three organizations, the banjo club,
ihe (flee club, and the mandolin club.
Unl-irsi-

sri.KNDIO AI'RII. TOXIC.

This Is known as "lilood-Cleanin- g
Time," especially
among the older folks, who always take something during
this month to clean the blood
of Impurities and build It up.
The following is the receipe
as given by a well known
and any one can prepare It at home:
Fluid Kxtract Dandelion one
half ounce, Compound Kargoit
one ounce. Compound Syrup
Sarsaparilla three ounces.
Get these simple Ingredients
from any good pharmacy and
mix by shaking well In a bottle
The dose is one teaspnonful
afu r meals and at bedtime.
Kverybody
should
take
something to help the blood,
which becomes impoverished
and almost sour after the winter season, especially those who
are subject to Rheumatism,
Catarrh. Kidney and liladder
trouble.
It is H.UJ that one week's use
if this mixture will clear the
skin of sores, pimples or boils.
This is sound, healthy advice
whkh will be appreciated, by
i :uny readers.
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(Ity Frederic .1. Ilaskln.)
names were ludissolubly linked with
the history of this nation In the two
d cades after the civil war bad a wider range of experience than did
Murat Halstead, who now lives In
On March
retirement at Cincinnati.
2 last, he und his wife celebrated
their golden wedding anniversary.
They were married on March 2, 1S57,
pnd took the train that night for
Washington, where Mr. Halstead arrived in time to report the Inauguration of President Buchanan on the
He reported the
fourth of March.
trial and execution of John Hrown, at
acquainted with
becoming
that time
Col. Robert K. Le, In command of
the troops at Harper's Ferry. When
the civil war came on, Mr. Halstead
saw much service as a correspondent In the field, returning to Cincinnati to take charge of his paper after the war closed.
He was with Prince liismarck In
war, with Wey-le- r
the Frnnco-Prussla- n
in the Cuban revolution. Just before the American Intervention, and
with General Merrltt in the Philippine insurrection.
He has attended
and reported every national convention since the one hold In Charleston
in 1S60. with the exception of the
at St.
last democratic convention
Ijouls, when Mr. Halstead of the editorial page was far from being n
colorless writer. In his day he probably caused more bitter editorial controversies than any other one man
in America. As a correspondent he
was always fair to both sides, sometimes leaning a little backward In
his desire to do Justice, but always
graphic and Interesting.
He Is one
of the few remaining giants of the
days of personal Journalism In the
I'nited States.
No one of the great editors whose
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WOMAN

New York, April 3. There Is a
world of Interest in the simple announcement of the death by heart
disease of "Silent" James Henry
Smith, millionaire, on his honeymoon trip. In Kioto, Japan.
His demise Is a tragic culmination to a
romance of the upper ten.
The former poor man who Inherited
millions of his uncle and was immediately transported to the realms
of the elect In society has a story.
Here Is the synopsis, as it would hi
prepared
for a modern
socletv
drama:
Act I.
Scene 1 James Henry Smith, the
small broker.
Unknown, unnoticed.
A telegram:
"Geo. Smith, of Chicago, dead. Leaves you $50,000,000."
Now for life!
Scene 2 Fifth
avenue.
Mr?.
Stuyvesant Fish, sponsor.
Mrs. As- -

All Kinds

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Face
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You
i,

V

flft

1

a

ney's magnificent $3,000,000 palace In
Gives great musical,
Fifth avenue.
tor approves.
The former plodder attended by Mrs. Stewart and the
s.
Climax of the Stewarts' mardrives
Fortune hunt- elite.
follows a dinner dance
ing mamas cajole him.
The new ried felicity
for the coming out of their daughter
Croesus Is obdurate and
Anita. What's this?
The Stewarts
"Silent" Smith.
are estranged!
Act II.
Act III.
Scene 1 London. Smith the lion
of society.
Mrs. Geo. Keppel. friend
Scene 1 South Dakota. Mrs. Stewof the prince of Wales, his sponsor. art takes up residence and Bues for
Smith still "silent."
Incompatibility.
Meets Mrs. divorce.
Stewart
Rhlnelander Stewart, of Baltimore. now the silent one.
Mrs. Stewart gay and fond of so2
.Scene
Scotland. "Silent" Smith
cial diversion.
Stewart sedate and attentive to an English belle.
Ardevoted to philanthropy and the pro- rival of Mrs. Stewart In haste. Has
tection of animals.
her
Old ties stronger.
divorce.
Scene 2 New York.
Smith no Smith and Mrs. Stewart married. Off
longer "silent." Gives gorgeous Val- for a world tour.
entine ball at Sherry's; buys Whlt- Act IV.
SILEXT" SMITH.

four-in-hand-

-

J

Vt

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

ft

V

WIOOW OF "SII.EXT" SMITH. WHO WAS FORMERLY
IiANOEU STEWART.

--

MRS.

ft

Scene 1. India.
Halcyon days Of
me oriuai couple.
Toasted by nabobs and bureaucrats.
Meeting with
the ameer of Afghanistan.
Oft In
the Drexel yacht Margharlta to the
Isles of Japan to see the cherry trees
in otoom.
Scene 2 Japan.
Romantic trips
among tne lea houses and miniature
gardens.
Heart twinges. "Silent'
Smith is indisposed. Stricken. Dead
A honeymoon widow.
No return to
the Fifth avenue mansion for a cam
paign of social triumphs.
"Silent
Smith silent forever.
The widow
Journeys homo with her dead.
Smith's fortune Is estimated now
at $75,000,000.
This will go to the
widow, already possessing millions In
tier own right.

self-mad-
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RHINE.

Whitelaw Reid. the American ambassador to Great Britain, began his
journalistic career Just fifty years ago
as the editor of the Xenla (Ohio)
News.
Loiter he became a reporter
on the Cincinnati Gazette, and during the hot political contests of 1860
began writing articles over the signature "Agate." He took the field as
a war correspondent, distinguishing
himself at the battle of Shiloh by being the only one to get his report
through to the northern newspapers.
His defense of Grant In that "batpublic Instruction.
He entered upon Jacoho Chaves, took charge of the
tlefield report," has done much for OFFICIAL MATTERS AT
the discharge of duties In that ca- on ice today relieving Dr. J. H.
the historical record of the great fedpacity today. Mr. Sanchez is still a Sloan, who has served In that ca
eral captain. After a few years In
e
young man and of the
vapaclty for the past fifteen months.
Washington he went to the New York
TERRITORIAL CAPITAL riety. He was graduated from the Peter Llenau, of Magdalena. has been
Tribune in 1868 and became associatNew
College
Mexico
Agriculture
of
appointed clerk to Mr. Chaves and
ed with Horace Greeley. When Mr.
and Mechanic Arts in 1900 und soon assumed the position. Mr. Llenau
Greeley died In 1872, he succeeded
receiving
diploma
his
secured
after
has been in the Insurance business
to the editorship and chief owner3anta Fe, April 2. County Treas- a position In the bureau of soils of for several years and Is. therefore,
ship of the Tribune, one of the most urer
M. A. Gonzales, of Rio Arriba the department of agriculture which well acquainted
that line of
powerful party organs ever known.
county, has been In the city the past he just resigned to accept his pres- business. During with
the recent session
days
few
years
During
ent
Traveling
six
at
work
with
situation.
the
ot
Mr,
legislative
assembly,
the
Mr. Reid doesn't
mince words
on the that he has been connected with the Llenau was a clerk In the council.
when he writes editorials, and his Auditor Charles V. Safford
excounty.
Aufinancial
records of the
bureau of soils he has traveled
......... m v.tv-- . ......
bitter attacks upon Conkllng and
i.n.
States and
Rafael Gomez, of this city, has
Piatt during the famous iVeUonal ditor Safford has checked them over tensively In the United
H
was detailed signed his position as an officer of
right of the early eighties earned for with Treasurer Gonzales and found Its dependencies.
them In good shape and correct. for two years In the Philippines the territorial mounted police. His
him a hatred that has never been The
county funds uro properly de- gathering statistics relative to the resignation went into effect yester
appeased.
When Mr. Reid went as posited
in the First National Bank soil and its adaptlbllity for various day, March 31.
minister to France he put John Hay
and the territorial funds during crops. He was the only Spanish-speakin- g
In charge of the Tribune.
Later, here quarter
have been turned over to
clerk in the entire departwhen Mr. McKJnley came to the the
More Continue lit Expenses?
white house, Mr. Reid would have the territorial treasurer. The settle-me- n ment and It was on this account that
Mrs. Sargent, wife of Territorial
quarter
ending
for
the
was
on
special
duty
March
he
sent
to
the
been sent abroad, but the Piatt In- 31st, was
W. G. Sargent, left Satur
made S unlay in full with Philippines, Porto Rico und Cuba. Auditor
(lay for the east. She will visit her
fluence in the senate was such as
to prevent
Mr. Territorial Treasurer Vaughn by Mr. He has received a liberal education biot her In New York und her sister
his confirmation.
nnd is well qualified for his present In Washington, D. C. and will also
Hay was sent. In 1897 Mr. Reid dis- Gonzales.
of Public In- responsible position,
placed Mr. Hay by going to Kngland Now Superintendent
be the guest of friends for awhile in
struction
Arrives.
as special ambassador to the queen's
accompanied
Hon. Jucolio (haves Insurance Com- Chicago. Mr. Sargent
It Is now Professor Alfredo M.
Jubilee, and four years later he disher as far as Iis egas. New Mexl
missioner.
placed Mr. Choate by his appoint- Sanchez, assistant superintendent of
The new insurance commissioner, can.
to the
ment as special ambassador
coronation of King Edward. He was
also honored by an appointment on
the Paris peace commission of 1898.
Itut all the time his editorials rankled In the bosom of New York's
and Mr. McKlnley could give
him no permanent honor. When Mr.
li
Roosevelt became president In his
own right he swung the big stick over
Mr. Piatt, told him to be good, and
s.nt Mr. Reid to St. James. Since
103 Mr. Reid has had nothing whatever to do with the Tribune manFor more thau forty years S. S. S. ha.s worn the crov. u of
agement.
It Is doubtful if he will
THE GREAT
ifever return to active journalism, be- public approval and has been recognized as the King
of Blood
4J
cause he is now seventy years old.
Fustnn. I
elcoo
Purifiers.
II
has
.
L
It
I
demonstrated its ability to CURIO in
He loves his country home. Ophlr
Hall, a
building
In
stone
ihe court of which there grows an thousands upon thousands of cases of blood and skin diseases
enormous buckeye tree, showing that until it is regarded today as the most reliable and safest of
all
he is still an Ohio man.
blood medicines.
Harvey W. Scott, for half a cenPure blood means strong, vigorous bodies, well nourish. !
tury the editor of the Portland
has an intimate knowledge systems, steady nerves, and ell the machinery of life
workintr in
of the classics, of which few men can
boast. And yet he Is not college narmony with nature thus insuring perfect health.
Impure or dise ased blot, 1 means t'.ic
bred. Horn on a farm In Illinois
sixty-nin- e
years ago, he went to Ore- opposite of all this ; any impurity, humor or poison in this vital fluid acts initiriousiv .u
gon when he was a boy In the days the system and affects the general
health. Pustular eruptions, pimples, rashes and tho
when west was west. All the money
he could make or scrape was saved various skin affections show that the blood is in a feverish and diseased
condition as
to buy books of Instruction and to Indulge the passion for reading which result of too much acid or the presence of some irritating humor.
Chronic
Sores
possessed him from childhood. The L leers arc s the result of morbid, unhealthy matter
in the blood, while Rheumatism, Catarrh
languages of the ancients were mas,
tered, and the minds of all the Kng-lis- h
uu ueep-seaie- a
.unuu,
mood disorders that continue to
writers were his to look into. grow worse as long as the poisons ciu., uic
which produce them remain in the bloo !.
n
In the years (hat followed this
training showed In the ediAll blood troubles arp Tint nrnntrprl
torials he wrote, which are remark- TM
THOROUGHLY TESTED IX IiKH FAMILY.
able for their strong, clear, unaffected inrougii uie mood disease germs are traus- F.ngllsh.
For forty years Mr Scott niitted from one treneration to nnntlir
rarS. S. S. has been userl extensively in our
has made it a practice to read a
Ktvn to both young anU old. ami a.w.tv with th h.Kt'
chapter from King James' Ulble and ents hand down a tainted circulation to then
results. It thoroughly cleanses the hloort of nil imjiur-ities- ,
a scene from Shakespeare's plays before going to bed. No other one man children, and we see its effects manifested in
at th same tim it build up tho K"ner.tl hetlth
give appetite, strength and energy. We
deserves so much credit for the won- various ways.
h
The
gima
skin
waxy,
pallid
has
a
derful upbuilding of the Northern
it to our children, as intimated, and found it toiveu'sion-Injurious
Pacific coast region, and certainly no appearance, the eyes are often weak, glands
to
system
the
and always capable of
man is more proud of his country or f the neck
ioj
blood
the
and
restoring
health. 1 r i4beii.i:iM 'v
enlareed. and. as thf rm'nr h
more interested and concerned in its
It to all in need of a blood medietas
welfare.
been in the blood since birth, the entire health recommend
Bupertor to everything elKe as a cure for blood d'-- . -is usually affected, and the system weakened
M K d CI.A1U D A ' 13 K K 'i .
Schuylkill Haven, Ha.
from
nourishing,
sen-utor- s,
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henlth
an mooa troubles b. S. S. has proven itseit "Tho King of OlaoJ Purlflsrs.
in
THIS WOMAN It goes down into
the circulation and removes all poisons, humors, waste or lorciu matt'-and makes this
pure and
Nothing reaches inherited
City Marshal lien Coles arrested a
woman in Lincoln park after dinner troubles like S. S. S.; it removes every particle of the taiut, purifies and .strengthens tin
Tuesday, who was in a beastly state weak, deteriorated blood,
supplies it with the healthful properties it needs and establish:of Intoxication, says the Las Vegas
Optic. she was placed in the city
tne iounaatiou ior good Health.
As a t
cooler and will have a hearing late
S. S. S. has no equal, and it wiil be found
this afternoon.
She drifted in here
lately from Albuquerque, and refused
to give her name to the officer.
peciany Dracing to weak, anaemic persons.
She
wouldn't tell who she was with or
One of the greatest points in favor of . kS. S
where she got her drinks, but merely
is that it is purely vegetable, made from nrttu
said that she stopped In here und
there. It was all the marshal could
g
healing, cleansiug,
roots, her!
do to get her to the lockup.
She
wept copiously during the entire trip
and
barks.
the
one
ii
It
medicine
that ni.ty hi
and with her hair down anu her hat
hanging over one ear, she attracted a
taken with absolute .safety by tic yor.ii'
great deal of attention.
PURELY VEGETABLE child or the oldest member 'of the' f.imilv
o
.
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bcrotula, Loutagious Blood Poison, and all other blood troubles sire cured pen:!.
S. S. S., and .so thorough is the cleansing of the blood that no trace of t'l.e di
e.t
left to b)ienk (.ut in future years, or to be transmitted to offspring. If vour bl.,.l i ,
on lei egin the u.-- of S. S. S., The King f Hlood Purifiers, and restore this vi. .1 f!
- a..
nn, ppi..i iih
lis normal iieaitnv conditifin
ni t ..i. .... .i t
utii' rf r,,A
and any special medical advice desired w ill lie furnished free of charge to all who wr.:SYIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY, ATLANTA, 6.
.,
ii.-x.-.t.-.--
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Gentle and Kffeotiv
A well
known Manitoba editor
writes: "As an Inside worker I find
Chamberlain's
Stomach and IJver
Tablets Invuluable for the touches of
biliousness natural to sedentary life, is
their action being gentle and effective.
r
clearing the digestive tract and the 01
Price, 25 cents. Samples 10
head.
fiee. All druggists.
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AS OTHERS SEE IT

The El Vann Herald of recent ilate does not thlnx
ft bad on
the recent Now Mexico legislature ai ouch
would have the public believe.
an lnny and his pan
the
A little resolution which orlRlnated In the home of
assembly, and which passed without oph
position, while a small matter in its way, serves to show
of
which way the wind blew among the representatives
to
the people. It was In the shape of a vote of thanks
the officials of the reclamation service for their work
Commenting thereon the Hondo and other projects.
on, the Herald says:
"New Mexico honors herself in seeking to honor
of the reclamation service. The very proper
officials
the
expression of appreciation voiced by the leglslatura
must be gratifying to these men, who have worked
hard, often against very formidable obstacles, to carry
out the great reclamation projects along right lines.
"Whenever a question has arisen In connection
llh the New Mexico reclamation work, It has been
interests of the
Molved with reference solely to the
masses of people directly concerned In reimbursing the
The adminisf T the amounts advanced.
uvernm-n- t
reclamation
of
the
affairs
and
fund
'f
the
tration
service has been a marvel of 'economy with efficiency.'
"All the New Mexico projects referred to In ths
difficult
resolutions of thanks presented txceedlngly
Most complicated of all, of
pha.se of adjustment.
Hut the Carlseoure, was the Hlo Grande project.
bad project was also a hard one to handle, from a
business standpoint as well as engineering.
"The supervising engineer brought to both thes."
task a very high degree of tact as well as technical
xkill, and It is not too much to say that if it hud not
been for 1!. M. Hall the Carlsbad project would never
have been undertaken by the government and that
Lively valley would have reverted to desert."
thrlty-Kevent-

SALVATION ARMY FINANCES
The annual report from the national headquarter
In New York city places the assets of the Salvation
Army at more than $3,00,000. Of this amount 6,la
The year s Income
is In the form of cash on deposit.
Included profits of more than $90,000 from two subsidiary bodies, the Industrlul Homes company and tit?
Special appeals secured
Jtellance Trading company.
fund
19,000 and appropriations from the
and harvest festivals amounted to J33.240. The army
holds $2,975,000 In freehold and leasehold property.
This tlnancial aspect is striking of an organization
whioh people associate ordinarily with street prayer
meetings. It places the army, in point ,of business efficiency, well upward in the list of the country's reAmong the Items showing what thj
ligious bodies.
Salvation soldiers do with their money Is one accounting
for $191,000 given to poor men's shelters, and another
is that of $12,800 given to children's homes.
In America the army has now nearly a thousand
corps, posts, outposts, etc., with almost 4,000 officers,
It has a hundred industrial
cadets and employes.
homes, wood yards und stores for the unemployed,
three farm colonies, and for fallen girls twenty-on- e
homes. It maintains in day nurseries accommodations
for 150 children, and the list or Its provisions ior tern
Dorary lodgings, employment bureaus and Christmas
dinners Is long and impressive.
In America, where Its enterprises have so greatly
of
expanded, Its growth covers less than twenty-seve- n
years of the parent body in England.
the forty-on- e
self-deni- al

THE INNOCENT LITTLE THINGS
Teacher "Children, did you ever hear of Itobln-BoCrusoe?"
Hrlght IJttle Hoy "Yes, ma'am."
Teacher "Who was Robinson Crusoe?"
llrlght Little Boy "Danny Macpherson, ma'am."
'
Teacher "And why do you say that?"
Bright Little Boy "Because Hennlng' is his man
Friday, and they both saw tracks In the sand. That
Js why, papa says, they hiked to the tall and uncut and
are hidlnig in' the woods. Papa says Danny likes to
make his own tracks, and when he finds other tracks
following his he gets cold chills about that bureau of
Immigration business and hides out for a while."
Teacher "I'm afraid your papa has been telling
you some things yoi don't understand,
Now, children,
go and play."
A telegram
from San Antonio, Texas, snys that
since the signing of the
bill by governor
Cump'beii, there has been a general clearing out of the
gambling houses in that city, and it is evident that tin
new law will be obeyed.
There is ito throwing dice
for drinks, no pool playing for money, no Jomlno games
for drinks, no poker games In public places and no open
gambling houses,
livery gambling house In the city
closed with the signing yt the
bill.
Five
big ones, which employed more than 100 gamblers,
have closed.
The paraphernalia of these places has
been loaded on wagons and taken to the depots for
shipment out of the slate. Most of the men from there
will go to Nevada.

It Is said that if the growth of New York city in
population continues to Increase a.i it did In the past
clx years, a generation hence will see a city of 10,000,-oo- o
people.
In 1900, according to the twelfth daccnnlal
census, It contained 3,437.202 inhabitants.
Now, the
direclur of the census estimates its population in 1806
at 4.113.043 persons. This is a clear gain of 675.841 in
the
period, or 26, 621 more persons than the entire present population of St. Louis, our fourth most
Mpulous city; 73,563 persons in excess of Boston's present population, our fifth most populous city; and 122,- 172 more than Ballmtore's total Inhabitants,
uiir sixth
city in point of population.
six-ye-

The
slty has grown far beyond Its present means.
appropriations made by the last legislature
mnke further development possible in the direction of a
strong effective territorial university.

-

Chicugo
howed great Ji...,u x,
Afle.
several kinds of trials and experiments, democratic
the people of the world's Wonder city have
concluded that plain republicanism Is goo,) enough fo:
them, and so declared yesterday in their return to the
fold of the great American party. No doubt
the sunn'
result will be seen in New Mexico when toe next elec
tions
be held.
The recent flurry caused by the
ana reform, ry-- the
last consisting of the ill
,
... t
ano i.i grafter
'
that time will
Have spent Its force.

...

The

Clube-Demiat Hunks thai there is an ei.l..,
on the part of some of the railroad chiefs, aided
ami uncueu i,y the. democratic politicians, to start
popular scare on account of the railroad situation, wi
Ihe hope of hitting the republican patty.

attempt

The optic at loa Vegas speaks Well of the I'ni
veislty (1f .Ww Mexico and of the catalogue Issued tin
other day by that Institution. The Optic says "the cata
logue Itwlef is a work of art and the showing is a
remarkable one." It adds; "in all lines the unlver.

CITIZElf.

The Optic thinks that the state of Idaho may have
a case against Woyer, Haywood and Pettlbone, officers
of the Western Federation of Miners, for the assassinaSteunenberg, but It did not show
tion of
much confidence in Its cause when Us officials resorted
to trickery In getting the men out of Colorado Into Its
own jurisdiction; and It Is further displaying a lack of
confidence when It continues to put off the trial.

In wm
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$ THE VANISHING HOSTS OF
g
THE VETERAN GRAND ARMY $
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In Chicago a new post of the O. A. It. has been
formed, which Is to have Its meetings on Sunday afternoons.

There Is pathos In the explanation that on account
of increasing physical Infirmities the veterans aro becoming unable to attend the night meetings. Therefore
the daylight post.
5
are a vanishing host.
The veterans of
One by one and rapidly they are challenging the
picket post of death, passing through the wilderness
to the Klchmond beyond.
Their great leaders have already crossed the river
to the tents of the last grand encampment.
And one by one the rank and flic, the men who
touched elbows through dust and mud and under brasys
skies, the men who saw their comrades piled In the
great winrows of battle these men are moving across
to the division beyond.
Grant and Sherman and Sheridan and Hancock and
I.opan are with that division!
Much water has gone under the bridge since the
days when these men challenged the admiration of their
contemporaries forty years ago.
This generation does not know them save as totday.
tering relics of a
Their age has passed.
It was the heroic age.
It Is a long cry back to the time when the beardless boy took the last sweeping look around the old
place; the last drink from the old well, kissed mother's
Hps and with a wring from father's hand and a "God
bless you, my boy," marched down In the lino of blue
that went to meet the line of gray.
This generation does not know of those brave days
of old save as It reads of them In history. Do wo honor
these vanishing veterans as they deserve?
How the French people loved and revered the
gray old mustachlos of the Invaledes sacred relics of
Borodino and Waterloo! Was it sentimentality?
If so
It was a good kind.
But the union veteran has some compensation. The;
government he saved will take care of his bodily wants.
It will not let him starve.
He fought a winning fight.
And he succeeded!
With him there Is no mourning for a last cause. And
history will do him justice.
And 'so in peace and quiet the union veteran fights
his battles o'er and waits with patience for the sounding of the last bugle call.

rnii.
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Shaking the Rugs

iJIPBii

Yesterday I got Into a little difficulty and had to go and see a doctor
about It. I was moseying up the
street, waiting for a fire or a runaway or something to happen, when I
came across some of those Juvenile
ducks on display in a show window.
I looked at them awhile and then
went In and asked the man how much
he would sell one fur. He waved a
meat cleaver at me.
"You're the
"Get out," he said.
fortieth person I hnve had to tell that
those ducks are not for sale. I raisd
ed those
ducklets merely
for my own satisfaction and amusement, and put them In the window
with the express understanding that
they were for show only and not for
tale. It seems like everybody wants
a young duck, such a cute little wooly
thing, for a pet. I even had one man
who owns a ranch down by Kl Paso
try to buy the whole brood, saying
he wanted to stock his barnyard with
them, and yesterday two Pueblo Indians came In and couldn't understand why their dlnero wasn't good
for the old hen and all. I guess I'll
have to put a bIk'i up that they ars
not for sale."
"I didn't want to buy any, mister,"
I ventured weakly.
"Didn't want to buy any?" hv
snorted.
"No; I'm a reporter. 1 Just merely wanted to know how much they
were."
Then the trouble started.

on sweeping day, and putting thrm back clean and free from germs
and dirt. Is easy and satisfactory to the neat housekeeper,
and

keeps tho house clean and sweet during the heated term. Our stock
of fine rugs and cool and handsome mattings, will make a floor covering that will give comfort and cleanliness. We have them In
beautiful designs and colors.

SEE OUR ORIENTAL PATTERNS

Comfort Combined With Coolness

what is required, and is exactly what Is gained by using our reed
and rattan furniture In your parlor or living rooms in summer. Our
large and varied stock will give you a complete selection of the
many and various elegant styles In which this class of furniture is
made, thereby furnishing your rooms in thorough harmony.

Is

web-foote-

And now does the rooster who saved the hens from
death by fire Saturday night by his lusty crowing, get a
Carnegie medal?

w.

ui:iM-:s-
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: The Cub's Corner :

The cold wave which Hooded this part of the Hl'i
r.mde valley last Thursday and Friday nights, exDown there, the Herald
tended even below Kl Taso.
Kays, alfalfa has been nipped and the lirst crop will b
short; the grape vines have been killed entirely, and It
Is believed that most of the fruit has been ruined.

See Our Green Mallaca
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At the Counter.
pair of chubby hands, grimy to
stickiness, appeared above the edge
of the counter, followed, by a round,
red, cherubic little face, wreathed in
a mischievous smile and dotted with
dimples.
"What do you want ?" asked the
man.
The little cherub's face puckered
Into a grin, and he smacked his lips
over anticipatory succulence.
"Please, mister, ain't you got no
more of that good plum pie? It tastes
so good."
"Oh, It's you once more, is it?" The
man smiled comprehensively.
It was only Danny ut the pie counter again.
A

ag-eo-

The

AUTOMATIC
Constructed on Scientific
Principles.

see.

a handsome lad, and fair.
He bore a lordly meln;
Each day he strutted down the street,
Then strutted back again.
He talked to everyone awhile,
Then talked to them some more,
And told them all what Danny's done
And what he'd do galore.
He was

Call and Sec Them.

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

And all the people watched to see
What Danny'd do for you and me.

Albuquerque, New Mex.

He caught the county printing
Hlght In his little trap
Someone proposed to ask for bids,

When Orunsfeld took a nap.
He's got the Immigration bureau
Coaxed Into' his lap,
And he's trying hard to make someone
Divvy up some N. M. "pap."

I

EXPERT TAILOR,

OUR DAILY

INTERVIEW

lutittmimitj

Spring Season Oim-ii- s strong.
"The present general business con- dtlon throughout New Mexico have
never been excelled and the prospects for business men are apparent
ly brighter thun ever before." said A.
L. Clement, superintendent
of the
Uradstreet company, today.
"In this section the business out
look naturally depends pretty closely
on the sheep and wool situation, and
rrom reports received at our office
front all parts of the terlrtory th.
outlook Is excellent.
It Is too early
to tell about tho spring lambing, but
ranges
in most sections are In
the
good condition, and the stock well
wintered. From market reports there
Is every Indication of a strong, normal
price for tho clip, and the authorities
we have consulted In sheep sections
regard the situation with favor. Col
lections arc naturally slow In sum)
sections owing to merchants carrying
ranchmen and sheepmen, but from
most parts of the territory we are re
ceiving reports of a good spring busi
ness, ami credit men generally appear
optimistic".
SLIGHTLY OLDKIt Itl'T
Kl'ILL IN Tl I K KING.
years
The Advocate Is twenty-fiv- e
old today. The first paper published
in Hlllsboro was the "Prospector."
The Prospector made Its lirst appearance in the summer of 183 and
was edited by a man named Jones.
The life of the Prospector was brief.
In the spring of 18S3 J. K. Curren,
the man who has established more
newspapers in New Mexico than he
lias lingers, established the Advocate,
which ho edited for a number of
years. Sierra County Advocate.
The Advocate Is getting on In years
but for all that, tho passing of time
has not dimmed its eyes nor lessened
Its activity.

Dividends in the other fellow's
pocket on the rent you are
paying.
A small cash payment and
$20.00 a month will buy a
house, with bath.

J.

K.

CLEANER,

PRESSER

110 West Gold
GRAPHOPHONES

PHONOGRAPHS

VICTOR

CO.,
ELDER, Armljo Building.
REALTY

WHITSON MUSIC CO.

EDISON
We always did take pride
in having a nice,
clean, fresh

TALKING MACHINES

f There k

Cracker

SINGING MACHINES

Dearer lb

:Any1fiii7$

and

Cake Stock
We also take pride in

;

We know that price helps
to sell them, so we offer 3
packages of Lindquist or
InersealCity Sodas for 25c
all this week and next.

XO'
Vg'feJfc
uUk

Heart

selling lots of them.

GROCASH
AMUQUKHOVE
St'XXY JIM.
CERY COMPANY.
The cotton woods are shedding tlo'i.
cotton, ami Jim Hosn, who recently
returned from a year's absence in 315 Marble Ave. Phone, 206
tho cotton belt of Iexas, contem
MOMKI M. WARD. Mgr.
plates erecting a cotton gin to utilize
now
going to
tho local product
waste.- - Sierra, County Advocate.
TICKETS BOUGHT. SOLD
The Price of Health.
XX000XXXXXCXXX3XXX30000000i
"The price of health in a malarious
AND EXCHANGED
district Is Just 25 cents; the cost of a
REVERENCE FOR PARENTS. AN
nox of Dr. Kings New Life Pills,'
Mstoelatloa Offle
writes El hi Slayton, of Noland, Ark
TritBimctlon
ASSET WHICH WILL PAY BIG
New Life Pills cleanse gently and im
Cuirsnto
part new life und vigor to the sysXXXXOCKKX)XXXK0XXXXXX0XXXX4)
tem. 2r,c. Satisfaction guaranteed' at ROSENFIEID'S, 1 18 W. R. R. Ave.
.My young friend,
don't refer to your father as all druggists.
"the old man," nor your mother as "the old woman. "
Not ior.
Such terms are too coarse to come from the mouth
All p. ii tics holding bills against the
SOCIAL DANCE
building
please present
Woman's
club
daughter,
parents
any
or
son
no
of
matter what their
Thursday
not
Liter
evening,
than
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
are or have been, it may pass In some quarters to April
tth. to Mrs. D. A. llittner.
refer to your father as 'the old man," but always
AT THK
speak of your mother
with tlie tendercst terms.
DANCING SCHOOL
HALL
To
COLOMBO
Chicken
Ferner.
Mother doesn't like to be referred to as the "old
Mausurd'a Mllla are celling good
woman." She may bo wrinkled and her hair may h" wheat
Ladies Free
Admission POc
at SI. 40 per 100 lbs.
is entitle 1 to more endearing
thin and gray, but
terms from tier children.
Father ami mother don't
get full value from their children.
Once in awhile
some father and some mother receive their full portion, but in munv cases that you can name und I ca:t
name, pour father and mother have gone to their la it
sleep unrewarded ly those they gave their all for.
Door Hcreena as vtrong at an ordinary door at prices that defy
So I ay, don't be one o f those who forget.
The day
screen doors in both strength and price. Window
e.ihiei
Mt reens
may come when you will have children of your own.
that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the
The law of compensation Is so sure and certain that
the pendulum which you push out of your way in the
flowery days of youth may swing back and strike you
KEK OUR NEW UKICK liUILDINd
in the evening of your grsy hairs. The Village Deacon.
rail-ro:u-

GLEO KAOKLEY"

10 per cent.

ENVOI.

X0X)XXXXXXX00XXXXX300XXXXtJ
Carl Snyder, who has made It his business to do
some investigating Into the causes of railroad accidents,
prints an Interesting and highly Illuminating article in
one of the magazines of which doubtless several railroad
managements will take notice. The burden of Mr. Snyd
der's article Is to discredit the apparently
Idea
that American railways because of their enormous mileage and their tremendous business necessarily must have
accidents. He points out the fact that this is a fallacy
and In proof cites the fact that while during the year
1906 there were 018 passengers killed and 11,185 Injured (Mr. Snyder did not have these figures when lie
wrote his article and he referred to them only in general terms) yet that there were 29 roads having more
than half the track mileage of the whole, and carrying
more than liall of the passenger mileage, on which therrj
was not a single passenger killed.
In further confirmation of his claim that American
railroads can operate with perfect safety to their pat
rons he calls attention to the record made by the Delaware & Hudson company, which had only one accident
In ten years and to the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis
& Omaha, which had not killed a passenger In ten
years.
Tallying with Mr. Snyder's contention the record of
the Nashville & Chattanooga railroad might be properly
mentioned. There have been several accidents on this
road within twenty years, but none that were appa-llinarid not more than two or three chargeable to neglect of
trainmen or failure of orders. Taken In connection with
the regularity with which its trains are run and the
scrupulousness with which the management has always
observed Its schedules, the Nashville & Chattanooga may
very well be classed with those roads that furnish proof
that the business ought to be transacted In America with
Just as much security as In the older countries of the
world. The upshot of Mr. Snyder's Investigations Is that
while a better system of blocks and signals are needed
on most roads, the greatest help in promoting safety
will be thorough discipline of operating crews. The In
terstate commerce commission's report shows that 94
per cent of the 44S collisions for instance of the year
were duo to signalmen's errors or failure of engineers
and crews to observe signals. Discipline would there
fore seein to be one of the most potent remedies for
this class of accident at least. Hut whatever may be
the remedy the public will be led by Mr. Snyder's ob
nervations to the conclusion that since so many
operate their trains safely and without accident
there are no good reasons why all may not do the same.
Chattanooga Times.

REFRIGERATORS

Mac-pher-s-
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AND SHOULD BE AVOIDED

0
I

An Odo to Danny.
There was a man in our town.
And he was wondrous wise,
His name was Danny
He had such honest eyes
That all tho children laughed with
glee
When'er they Danny chanced to

There was a man in our town.
His virtues all should prize;
He feathered Danny's nest with down,
no wondrous wise?
wasn

g RAILWAY ACCIDENTS CAN

in the new lerman relchstag the socialist chnrg.t
the government with using many of the administrative
department in the distribution of campaign materia)
against the socialists, to prevent Uicir retaining th-- ;
Heats they held in the previous chamber; and it Is saiJ
Unit an Investigation will be ordered.
Kaiser William
is a mere tyro In politics
n should come to Ne.v
aiexico aim learn a iricg worth two of that.
Instead
of using the departments to circulate literature, with
the risk of failure, the dead sure thing Is to use til
iiiiem in uuying in,- i,u necessary v.,t,s, and $
there you ale.
8
n-,-

m
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Metier

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric' Light & Power Co.
Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.
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BE8T CLARKVILLE LUMP
$6.50
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
PER TON
W-5-

WOOD

J

BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
1225 AND
FOR
5

f'-y-

12-7-

John

S.

Beaven
i:l

WliKX Yor W.T TO
WKI.I.
eat
with enjoyment and ke,-well,
nask m m fa p Dr. Williams' Indiun Pll
id cure llllnd. provide yourself with rolls ..r bread
Liiintuiont
sun lu lling
Hie'iiiuir
the best kind, the kind we hake
II B I
lliieii. liabsnritheliJuior.i. fresh every day. If you
efJ
Jua D 1 'tiiuya the lu lling t oui , in u in line with the wise ones,haven't been
order by
H BSBas u pouiure, (:r instant r
lief. lr. WilluuuVlariianrileOtnt-nien- phone if you Ilk.
502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

pl I r

t

HprepurcJ for I'lles auU luh-purl. Kre.y boi it
warranted. Hv ilru:Ki.t, ly mail on
of price. 60 rent and !.(!. Wii.LUMt
rop. i )! velai.u. umu
MANUFACTURING CI.,
FOR SALE BY 8. VANN A SON.
i

ln

of the private

t

PIONEER BAKERY,
207 South

rirst SUwt.

I KE'S HOT CHOCOLATE.
TO.VS DIU'G STORE.

WAX'

FEE'S PEERLESS HOMEMADE
If you want rsu!u io wurertislcs.
CANDIES, AT WALTON'S DRUG
trv a Evening Citizen want ad.
STORE.

TYPHOID IMMUNE

25

FECTS

ALBUQUERQUE

X 1007.

WKDNHStlAY. MMtll.

iituiinHM WHO

IN-

10

DIFFERENT

SAN DOMINGO

According to a letter received by
New York, A I HI 8. A puzzling
case is under observation In the re- Dr. Xncamull, local Italian consular
The patient agent. Major de 1'iancne. Italian amceptlon hospital here.
In perfect lnuwador at Washington and Count
is a woman, apparently
- will
health, but who Is detained because Corte, general Italian consulWashington,
she In suspected of communicating visit Albuquerque frompresent
month
before
the
of
the
end
persons within ,
typhoid to twenty-fiv- e
)
According to
'
the past six years.
u clip
i yj Bri uic tAim
"h
Dr. Walter llenson, the sanitary su onus which
he would leave Washingperintendent of Manhattan, the wo- ton.
man Is literally a living typhoid facThe visit of the ambassador will
tory.
Khe was stricken with the disthe first time so distinguished an
ease six years ago. It ran the usual be
official from Italy has ever come to
course and she recovered.
and
Nacaniull
Albuquerque.
Now It Is found that since she waa prominent local Pr.
Italians are masing
sne
m
curea
oi
ueciarea
iPnoiu
r.nnP11, i.,n. fnr n official recoDtlon.
continued nurturing and deve oping
riUD Wni also
germs.
Though herself lm- - , . c,tmmercM
unofficial reception to the
mune, the germs have been a con- ambassador and the count. They
stant source of danger and contagion will spend several days In Albuquerto all with whom she has come In que.
contact.
"The Ixinl only knows what we
can 4o with the woman," said Dr.
Benson. "We will keep her under SANTA FE PLAYS APRIL
obserTation and will certainly employ
every aieans known to science to locate and destroy the culture group
of gems which persist in lingering in
FOOL'S JOKE ON
atomy."
her
117
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TELEGRAPHIC

MARKETS

The following quotations were received by F. J. Graf & Co., brokers,
ver their own private wires from
New York. Room 37, Barnett building, Albuquerque, N. M.:
r.'cw York stocks.
May cotton

American Sugar
Amalgamated Copper
American Smelters
American Car Foundry
Atchiaoa com
Anaconda
American Locomotive
llaltisaore and Ohio
Brooklyn Itapld Transit
Canadian PaclHc
Colorado Fuel
Chicago Great Western
Chicago Northwestern
lOrle com
Louisvlllu and Nashville
Missouri Pacific
National Lead
New York Central
Northern Pacific
Ontario and Western
Pennsylvania
Reading com
Rock Island
Southern Pacific
.St. Paul
Southern Hallway
Union Pacillc
U. S. S. com
II. S. S. pfd
Greene Con
Shannon
Calumet and Arizona
Old

Managers and Wire Chiefs
Get a Raise of $10
Per Month.

J9.61
12614
91

Douglas, local telegraph
manager for the Santa Fe, is in re123
ceipt of a communication from the
36
headouartcrs of the Santa Fe an
94
nounclng a raise of $10 for telegraph
61
office managers, night chiefs and late
63
night chief of the sixteen Important
97
ofllces of the system. The raise went
61
into effect April 1. This was the
...1734
April Fools' joke the Santa Fe played
3G
on Mr. Douglas and about forty oth
13"
er managers una operators.
148
The Increase Is a raise of $10 over
25
1
117N the schedule agreed upon May
1903, but It Is not a perpendicular
74
of $10 to many of the teleg
60,i raise
raphers it seems to effect, as some of
118
them were given a raise varying
130
past
3714 from $2.50 to $5 during the
However, "every little bit
winter.
123
106 S helps." say the operators and the an
itouiicement Is received with Joy.
21
A.

V4

78
133
21
135 9
36
98
24
18
161
54
79
89
26

Iomlnion

BASE BALL

Copper Range
North Rutte
Hntte Coal
Summary of Conditions.
New
York, April 3. American
stocks In London Irregular, mostly
lower.
U to
Hume, republican, elected mayor
of Chicago, defeating municipal ownership ticket.
J. J. Hill reslgiiB from presidency
of Great Northern, becoming chairman of board of directors, ami is
succeeded by his son, Louis Hill.
of
McGulgan, formerly
A. H.
Grand Trunk, becomes vice president
of Great Northern.
Good demand for stocks in the
loan crowd, the specialties Pennsylvania and Canadian Pacific.
Indications of better Inquiry reported by high grade bond houses.
Secretary Cortelyou announces
of $50,000,000 short fours,
commencing April 6th.
Raster tendency in time money.
Money rates abroad likely to work
easier In near future.
Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, April S. Cattle receipts
la, 000. Market steady to shade higher, lieeves 4.30 ii 6.75; cows $1.80
12.7541)6.40;
calves
46.00: heifers
t5. 0046.75; good to prime steers
4. 30 4i
$5. 60i6.76; poor to medium
5.50; Blockers and feeders IS.SSW

;

5.00.

Market
Sheep receipts 15.000.
strong. Westerns 14.25 ifD 6.50; yearlings $6.25(11 7.40; lambs and westerns
J6.00U8.10.
Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, April S. Cattle receipts 9000, including 600 southern.
Market slow. Southern steers $4.25dj
6.60: southern cows $3.00 4.25;
stocker
and feeders $3.6005.00;
bulls 13.40(4)4.25; calves $3.50 (ij) 7.00;
western fed steers $4.25 05.85; western fed cows $3.00r4.60.
Sheep receipts 7000, market strong.
Muttons $5.40i6.00; lambs $7.25(i
7.65; range wethers $5.0iMr6.90; fed
ewes 5.i06.75.
Chicago Livestock.
mulia. April 3. Tattle receipts.
4500. Market steady
to stronger.
Western steers $25 (l 5.25 ; Texas
.steers $3.004.001 cows and heifers
$2.00(1)3.00;
$2.26(44.35; tanners
xtockers and feeders $ 3.00 4ii 5.00;
calves $3.00(1)6.50; bulls $2.75 (l 4.25.
Sheep receipts
22,000.
Market
steady. Yearlings $6.25 d 6.75; wethewes $5.006.85;
ers $4.75406.25;
lambs $7.00(j)8.00.
Produce Market.
Chitago, April 3. Closing quota- lli

Wfceat
14.

'or

OiUs

Pork

Ijird
Kibs

May

July

78 "i

45'.

May
July
May
July
May $16.30; July $16.30.
May $8.95; July $9.05.
May $8.70; July $S.87'i- -

37.

Metal Market.
April 3. Ia.I dull,
copper dull 24fi 25.
York,

.New

W.2t;

SM-lte-

St.

76(D;

45;
42;

Louis.

$I72.

WW

r

April

Market.
3.

W.

Spelt.-- r

KILLED
FOURTEEN

DOPE

Sunday's practice game gave 111
funs a good Idea of the material Albuquerque has to go into the season
with, and proved to the satisfaction
of most of the enthusiasts that the
Mcintosh Browns might entertain
game at any time. The Infield of
the regulars Sunday was all that
could be asked for In an amateur
team so early In the season.
"Fat'
Lassater made a showing behind the
bat wholly un looked for, and Kill Nev
is as good as ever with his India
Graham held the inrubber wing.
itial sack down with the grace of
Frank Chance, and "Cand" Kunz la
tercepted the hot ones ,hat happened
down around second in a manner to
tickle the fans on the bleachers.
Clancy was given a chance at short,
and left the grandstand with the impression that he was cut out for that
position and none other.
Garcia
fields the third base- position clean
enough, but he is too long on the
However, he is good for the
throw.
position until a faster man can be
had, when he will be a good man for
the field.
The field, however, is as
yet an unsolvable proposition, but in
case some outside team should bo
looking for a game, a field equal to
any ordinary occasion might be selected from the Geronlmos.
First to bat, this Is the record of
Roy Corhan, the Albuquerque boy
trying out with the Pueblo Indians
in the first, game he Is called to play
In:
Six times to bat, runs 1, hits
putouts 3, assists 7. errors none. He
Is placed at short among what Selee
calls his regulars and pitted against
for the place is a Pueblo boy named
O'L'rlen. O'Hrlen's record in Sunday's game was as follows: Five
times at bat, runs 1, hits 0, putouts
0, assists 2, errors none.
The Pueblo Chieftain makes the following reference to Corhan and several other
players who are likely to make good:
"Kach man did well, especially
Corhan, shortstop, Raer, second base,
and Ryan, third base."
Corhan's record in the game also
Includes two stolen bases and one
e
hit.

DEATH

Session.
After many troubled days, poaee
has settled like a mantle of benediction over the San Domingo Indian
pueblo, twenty miles above Uerna- llllo. For three months the San Domingo have been in a state of acute
mental unrest, and all because of the
doings of the great white father at
Washington, through his local representatives.
The government's part In the diffi
culty Is succinctly stated In an In
nocent looking entry on the criminal
docket of the t'ntted States district
court, which reads:
I'nlted States of America vs. Am
brosia Gabion et al, charge, obstruct'
lug an officer.
The little rumpus between Uncle
S.im and
his San Domingo wards
dates back to August, 1906. when Dr.
S. C. Clark, of Uernalillo, who Is
employed by the government to at
tend to the, physical ailments of the
San Domlngos, attempted to enter the
village to attend a patient. It hap
pened that the doctor's visit was ex
ceedingly ill timed, according to the
Indians, the day being one which Is
annually given over to the San Do
mingo s sacred and secret dance. The
doctor was met at the portals of the
pueblo by several solemn Individuals
who informed htm that he could not
enter, pass through or loiter about
the village, on that particular day.
and that any sick Indians they had
would have to dispense
with the
white faced medicine man's lotions
for twenty-fou- r
hours at least.
The little Incident did not exactly
coincide with the notions of correct
deportment for Indians as outlined
by the department of the interior,
and when the federal grand jury met
last September an indictment was reported against Ambroslo Raldon, governor of the village, and two straw
Indians designated by the grand Jury- as John Doe and Richard Roe.
Several months passed and the San
Domlngos had evidently concluded
that the matter had been dropped.
In January last, however, they had
their second inning with 1'iiclo Sam's
men. The warrant had been turned
over to the I'nlted States marshal
and deputy, Harry Cooper, went up
to bring In the venerable Ambroslo
and his two lieutenants.
This performance of the great white father's
did not suit the San Domlngos any
better than the previous one, and
they haggled and argued and Anally
refused flatly to come with the
deputy. They explained that they
were under the Jurisdiction of the
president, and wanted to know why
the warrant was not signed by Theo
dore Roosevelt Instead of John Ven
able, district clerk. . They brought
out a letter signed by Roosevelt himself In proof of their claim of but
one official boss, but the deputy wag
obdurate, and Insisted on his prison
ers accompanying him back to Albu
querque. The matter was finally ad
justed by the governor promising to
appear in Albuquerque next day by
train, claiming the trip overland was
too arduous for one of his years.
True to his word the venerable old
gobernador appeared the following
morning, accompanied by his official
staff the sheriff, the Judge, the purser and the Interpreter of the village.
He executed a bond of great legal
vt ibiage and was released until the
March term of court.
On the first day of court he ap
peared with his four officials. The
stalwart meln of the usually stolid
San Domingo was plainly a little
dignitaries
ruffled. The pompous
and the confusion of court was not
to the Indian's liking. The live hud
dled Into a picturesque and pathetic
little bunch in the court room, and
waited for their case to be called.
And then the court decided to set
the case for the fall term and Am
broslo and his four trusty braves
were told that they were once more
free from the clutches of the law,
at least for the time being. After
a week's troubled existence In the
white man's halls of Justice the governor, the sheriff, the Judge, the
purser and the Interpreter have gone
back to their acequlas and alfalfa to
ponder for another six months over
the question of who is really boss at
San Domingo.
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Come Early
AND GET FIRST CHOICE

ALBERT FABER'Q
Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

. . . Staab Building

J. A. K REM IS

1

DRUGS,

PATENTS,

CONFECTIONERY,

STATIONERY

trt

323 South Second

BBS

H. ANDRUS
Reliable

N".
The Old

Watchmaker and Jeweler

nring me your watches, clocks and Jewelry for repairs.
Watch Inspector A. T. & S. F. R. R.
i io West Gold Ave.

'

tes-Hli-

jjChas. L. Keppeler
'

W

DKALER IN

AWNINGS-

p

317 and 319 South Second Street

I

3

Where to Dine Well

t

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - -

Under Hcivoy Hotel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor
Convenience - Comfort - Security

1

I

.

The telephone makes the
.duties lighter, the caret less
and the worries fewer.

mo teicpnone pi
your health, prolongs 71
and protects yonr home.

YOU NEED A TEXEPHOXE

IX VOOTt IIOMB

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
Opinion

Is Divided

In regurd
(is to the
M

to some' things. Dot new
excellence of the meat sold
this market.

Chops, Steaks, Roasts,
r anything else which you buy frum
'is ami we deliver to you can b net
nowr. as a settled fact that tbey'r
tho hest to be had. Kor healthy meat

J

enrrect prices, patronise this market.

m,

.

i

14'Ollirt'K llucu.
Leoniies Uuca, aged 15 year.--, died
Monday night at her home on North
Fourth street.
The funeral will be
held tomorrow morning at 9:30, and
interment will he made In Santa liar-bar- a
cemetery.

Henry Itutt.
uaa
Run, a barber. Zl
at 3 o'clock yesscraay afternoon of tuberculosis. He had been
dull, employed at various times in shops
in this city for the last nine months,
and was a member of the local barbers' union. No. 501. The remains
are at Uorders' undertaking
apartments being prepared for transportation to the former home ill Washington, Mo.

1

.

MATTEICCI
6g2-2- 4

PROIIATK COURT.
The county commissioners held a
short session yesterday
afternoon.
The only business
f
importance
which was taken up was the approval
of bills of the last quarter.
A marriage
license was granted
this morning to Adolfo Griega and
Mrs. Trinidad Lobato, both of old

Tljcraa

BROS,

Ave.

Pkose

KL

NEVER STALE

& BREADS

Salt Lake City and Return

$31.95
March 30 to April 2,
Limit 60 Days.

Mexico City and Return

$40.25
April 25 to May 18.
Limit July 31,

ss.-s-

T. E.

l'l'kDV, .Win

1

J

lllil

EXCURSIONS

.

n-,-

V.

Co.

o

STRIKE for Futrelle's for barstoves, carpels,
gains in furniture,
Corlinoleum and window shades.
ner Coal and Second.
Our HOUGH DRY work aon's have
to be washed over. Imperial Laundry Co.

Henry

LEW

The Champion Grocery

.

old, died

ll

to-La-

d,

6

T.

We just closed a deal for a large shipment of rugs which was ehipped
Vegas, but not delivered there.
We bought these goods at our own
figures and shall place the lot on sale
Monday morning at FACTORY
PRICES.

.

NOTICE FOR. PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Feb. 28, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Vicente
Herrera. of Chlllll, N. M., has filed
notice of his intention to make final
five-yeproof in support of hi
claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
made December 31, 1901, for
SW
and lot 6, Sec.
the the SE
NW
and lots 1 and 2,
and NE
Sec. 7, Township 8 N. Range 7 E.
and that said proof will be made before H. W. 8. Otero. U. S. Court Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
April 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upW. C. Orr.
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
V. C. Orr, aged 33 years, died yesFrancisco Garcia. Lus Martin,
terday and the remains are now at
Rel and Ignacio Herrera, all of
the Uorders undertaking parlors be- Chlllll. N. M.
ing prepared for shipment to May-fielMANUEL R. OTERO,
Ky., from which place the
Register.
came about three months ago.
There will be a regular meeting ef
o
William M. Ililgliton.
Tre Elks' club room committee anWilliam M. Rrlghton, colored, diej nounces that all out of town patrons
at his rooms in the Highlands yester- wishing to reserve seats for "The
day evening.
The remains are now Elk's Tooth." April 8 and 9. can do
at the Strong parlors and will be sent so by advising Roy McDonald on or
to Alabama.
before Saturday, date sale opens.

Waldrip, foreman of C. C.
forty miles
Martin's sheep camp,
Friday
In
north of Roswcll. came
with a batch of scalps upon which he
made claim fur bounty, says the Ros-weDaily Record. In the lot were
fourteen lobo wolves, seven coyotes
jnd one "bob" cat. It was quite a
kiling financially as well as other- A huqiu-rqiiewise.
The exact amount of bounty
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY,
:i
these scalps can never be told
until the end of the year, but last
war the amount paid was oer $15 WANTED At once, one male cook,
l ..
kibo wolves.
two feiimie eooks,
Mr. Waldrip will .ie
chambermaid
.
I 'oMiurn's
almost two hundred dollars for
mid wiiltri
Employi:, j lot brought In Friday.
ment Agency.
I'm
Wet Silver
II. ud 36 point
al lllle.
J

GIGANTIC RUG SALE

OE JONES?

Odd Case of Chief Will Not
Come to Trial at This

-

PAGE

ERYSIPELAS

CAUSE

0

Count Corte Will be Accompanied by Major de
Planche.

Puzzles Doctors-T- he
Lord Only Knows What to
Do With Woman.

Caso

CITIZEN.

suffered this fall?"
"He did not to my knowledge."
Dr. Coudcrt was here excused, bu.
probably will be called again.
At ll:3'i this morning Dr. Stoefer,
also of Gallup and one of the attending physicians, was called.
When
asked by Attorney Fergusson to state
the circumstances of the case as he
knew them, the witness said:
"I was In a drug store when Jones
came In, saying he was looking for a
1 asked
(I'M tor.
him to go up to my
exoffice, which he did, and when-"- I
amined the wounds.
The wounds
were quite fresh, the time being less
than half an hour after the assault,
ami the blood was flowing from them
quite freely. I found the wound on
( Continued From l'suc one.)
the head was a bad one, as was the
one on the eye.
They looked as
though they had been made by n
amtuation of the witness
hard and heavy Instrument, ns the
The defense was flticiiiptliig M scalp and llcsh were bruised and
show, or to ascertain for a certainty. crushed."
drinking
If the deceased had been
The 3octor here was asked If he
Inflicted.
Dr. dressed the wounds at thai time. Hiy
after the wounds were
Mies had
Stoefer said he knew- that
tory continued as follows:
taken beer at one time after he was
'"No. I was making preparations
Injured.
to do so; In fact, 1 had washed out
The case, beginning at the point the wounds and was preparing my
last mentioned In The Citizen Tues medicines, when 1 received a teleday evening, Is as follows;
phone call to hasten to the mines east
When court convened this morn of Gallup.
Just al that lime aning Charles Wlndus, the barber who other doctor came In and I asked
was employed In the barber shop In him to take care of Jones for me,
the same building as that in which which he promised to do, and I left
William. Jones Is said to have receiv for the mines. I had been gone prob- ed his death blow, continued his evi
ibly halt an hour or longer, when I
dence, which was begun Tuesday
to find Jones en th couch
Wlndus' tsetiinony car- In my otlicc. the wounds still unafternoon.
1
ried but little weight either for the dressed.
asked why he had not
defense or prosecution.
been cared for and he told me the
Dr. F. K. Coudert, of Gallup, and doctor had asked him to go to his
one of the physicians who waited on own otllce. and that he was so weak
and attended Jones during his Illness he was afraid to attempt the walk.
and death, was the next witness.
then dressed the wounds and Jones
Attorney Dobson, for the defense, walked down the stairs and out of
asked Dr. Coudcrt If the germs of the otllce.
erysipelas might not hae been pun.
"I next saw him in a hotel. In bed,
tallied in the deceased's system be- to which place I had been called to
fore the assault by Page, or that 't attend him.
His face was badly
might not have bicn hereditary. The swollen and he was complaining of a
doctor answered that he had never pain In his head.
The wounds had
heard of such a case during his prac- been dressed by another doctor, howtice.
The doctor staled thai he had ever, between the time 1 had attendJones In his oflk-- at 1 o'clock on the ed him 111 my otllce and this time at
morning following the assault, and ttv hotel.
that the wounds had not been dress"The eye showed infection at this
ed. Jones, he said, was somewhat time, but the scalp wound did not. I
delirious and he gave him some saw he had erysipelas,
the
morphine and advised lilm to go 'g uilds and gave him some medicine
1 think Ihe
home. In his
of to be taken internally.
Dr. Coudcrt, Attorney Dobson askei' erysipelas resulted from the wounds.
If alcoholic drinks were conduslve of
"I asked Mr. Jones If I might call
delirium.
He
The prosecution objected for a consultation In his case.
to the question, which was sustained. agreed and one was held the followJudge Abbott ruling that as yet Join ing afternoon.
During tho morning
had not been proved an alcohol! of the next day, and Just before the
man
consultation was to take place In the
Dr. Coudcrt stated that Jones tid
afternoon. I saw the patient again.
ed as an Intoxicated man at his The swelling had spread across the
otllce, but that it may have been face and was Hearing the right eye.
caused either by delirium from the His mind was Mill practically clear
wounds or drinks taken before the 'and he contmied to complain of a
blows were given him.
The defense severe pain in the head. I made anthen asked If meningitis from seal;) other examination and
the
I
wounds is not rare and Improbable wounds.
also noticed that his
as a natural result. The question fever was rising and that Ills pulse
was objected to and sustained.
At was fast.
the time Jones was in Cmidert's olllco
At the consultation we noticed no
his wounds had previously been changes In the wounds unless it was
dressed by another doctor. Dr. Con- - that the left eye had swollen more.
dert finding that dressings of iodine We examined the eye and found In- potash had been applied.
The lids
tlamination had set In.
Attorney Dobson next asked if were swollen shut and were so tender
twenty-fou- r
hours' neglect of treating we could hardly open them for ex- the wounds would have caused riV aminatlon. Finally, however, we de
lirlom, it having been evidenced In cided we could do nothing further for
court that the first treatment given the eye.
Jones seemed slightly
twenty-fou- r
the Injured man wa
and talked
weaker that afternoon
hours after the assault, and that only slower. 1 can say he was worse ott
a slight treatment was given then. than when I left tit m In the morn
Mr. Dobson then wanted to know if Ing.
proper care and treatment hnd been
"loiter In the evening I saw hint
given the man at the proper time, again, alone, and noticed that
his
might not the wounds have proved mind and reason were slipping away
otherwise than mortal or fatal. Fer- from him and that he had lost the
gusson objected to this question on use of his left eye.
tho ground that Dr. Corah rt i.ad
"I saw him again the following
that he had mad-- in examina- morning.
He was of the same men
tion of the wounds at that time and tal condition and began to realize he
was not In a position to Judge the na- would not recover.
He said ho did
ture and seriousness of them.
The not think he would live unless a
objection was overruled, but the doc- change for the better came soon,"
tor stated he could not answer the
The doctor here told of Jones' re
question.
covery, In a wuy, and that he would
Dr. Coudert testllled that Jones had leave his room and go out on the
erysipelas on the 4th day of Janu- streets, despite his advice to the con
ary following tho assault, which was trary. "1 told him to remuln In his
five days later.
When asked what room," continued the doctor.
caused the erysipelas, the doctor
"On the evening of the 6th of Jan
stated that It might have been caused uary I found him In the hallway of
!
Jones' Jumping frj mi' window my office building, scalchlng at the
while he was delirious and reopen- door. He was In a squatting posture
ing the wounds.
"yould not tho and was In a delirious condition. He
could weather have aggravated the talked very wild and told of the most
case'.'" asked Attorney,. Dobson. The peculiar things. I
the
question was objected to and no wounds that evening and took him to
answer was given. The doctor was tile foot of the stairs and saw hi in
then asked If he thought the wounds enter his own rooms.
necessarily dangerous had they not
"At 7:30 1 saw him again In his
become infectious.
The doctor did room. Sheriff Coddlngtou was with
not think they would have been, but him. Coddlngtou and 1 went to tho
since they did become Infected, the Page hotel, where 1 talked with the
brain also was infected.
Attorney man whom Jones was to go to work
Fergusson then stated that had not for. It was while 1 was there that
I
the wounds been Inflicted there could Jones Jumped from his room.
have been none to become Infected, found him unable to talk rationally.
and thus the brain would not have Ills right hip was bruised und also
been affected.
When asked I ho his right eye, from tne Jump or fall.
question, the doctor stated that he 1 could not tell if the leg was broken,
did not know which of the two but thought it probable that it wa.i.
straightened the limb In a cradle of
wounds had caused the Infection of
the brain, but that he thought elthei pillows and remained all night with
'
of them could have done so. The him.
doctor further Mated that Jones!
"His condition on the following
would not have died of erysipelas day, or on the fith of January, was
had he not suffered the two wounds. still delirious and he could not
In describing the condition
of answer my questions.
He became
Jones, when he had him In his can sllghtity improved that evening and
Dr. Coudert stated that one eye was could talk some. At about 12 o'clock
a mass of puss and that the wound that night two other doctors saw him
on the head had apparently paralyzed wilh me, ami the three of us decided
the man for the time. "At tho post- the limb was broken.
"On Sunday, the 7th. he died at
mortem examination," continued the
doctor, "we found a dot of blood on 12:20 o'clock.
He died of meninthe brain. It might have been placed gitis, and this was caused by his erythere either by a full or a blow, but I sipelas carrying germs Into his sysThe erysipelas was caused by
think the blow on the head was the tem.
the infection and the infection was
cause."
"Could this clot of blood cause de caused by germs lodging in the
He would not have died of
wounds.
lltiuni'?' 'asked Mr. Dobson.
the meningitis bad he not received
"It could," answered tho witness.
"Was he actually delirious when he the wounds."
fell from his window or oft the
rooTV" was the next question.
Mrs.
Preston
He.uii has been
"Yes, sir."
granted a Uivorco by Judge Ira A.
"Did Jones show any signs of de - Abbott on the grounds of cruel and
liiium before the night or day he Inhuman treatment.
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NOTICE TO MY CUSTOMERS.
Albuquerque, N. M., March 29, 1907.
After thoroughly considering the best interests of my
customers, as well as my own interests, I am forced to
the conclusion that to serve both the better it is imperative that hereafter I conduct my business on a strictly
cash basis. I therefore give notice to my customers that
from and after May 15, 1907, I will sell coal and wood
only for cash.
JOHN S. BEAVEN.

YOUR GROCER HAS IT

FRENCH BAKERY
a mABT RAIL

FRESltTASTY

SSOTtCTIO
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BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
S
PAINT Covers more, looks best, wear
longest, most economical; full
BUILDINO
i'laster. Um. Cement.
PAPER Always In stock.
Paint. Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STILE ET AND COAL AVE. ALlll'QVEllQVE. XEV MKX.
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HARR MAN CATTLE

'ACCOUNT?
This and the Political Fate of Receipts Light -- Demand Good
for Sheep at $7.70
Secretary Taft. Lead In
Washington Gossip.

(o $7.80.

(Ily ifri 1. AiIiiiik.)
Washington. 1. ., April 3. Political Washington Is In :i state of
excitement over the reports Hint
ta a1mlnltrntlnn intends to pnw-mt- c
K. H. Il.irrlinan nml tho recent
developments having n hearing upon
rancllducy
of Secretary of War
th
Tntt for the presidential nomination.
Aurorilfng to the jroxslp. three
routes have been marked otit
Along nny one of which Mr. Harrl-a- n
might he railroaded to Jail.
Some people declare that President
Uwwevelt has mappml out a
n
which makes certain the
of Mr. Taft an the republican
.standard benrer In 190S. In their
nlnd's eye they see the distinguished
wwrelary of war nominated, elected,
tint ununited.
It ran be stilted upon authority
thai no decision has yet been reuch- rtf ly the p eminent either to prose-.rnt- e
Mr. Harriinnn criminally or to
institute proceeding against the Har-rin- a
lines under the provisions of
the Sherman anti-truact. tn April
4 the Interstate commerce commission
Jd a hearing in this city at
tll
wrkiwli testimony will be offered on
the- iiuestion ns to whether the Union
Inrlt1r and the Southern Pacific, both
controlled by Harrlman, are competing mads. That point, which Is vital
iii this case, has not yet been settled.
tl'mtik it Is no steps will be taken by
:n evemment looking to the prose-fDtM- n
of the Harraman consolidation
J a. combination in restraint of trade"
lip to date the commission has paid
attention to the financial
,Tliailnr
aatanipulatlon that resulted In the
n
and upbuilding of the
system of railroads. The traffic
phase of the Inquiry will not be completed until the date named above.
The commission will then thrash
ver all the evidence submitted, and
K the facta warrant It, the case will
he carried to the attorney general,
who will determine whether the Harrlman lines are obnoxious to the pro-- .
VBttans of the Sherman anti-truuct,
which, la aimed at combinations
In
restraint of trade.
Aa to the criminal prosecution of
Harrlman that Is alleged to be contemplated by the government, little
ran be learned In official quarters.
Jt im known, however, that no suit
will be filed against the New York
capitalist or his railroads until the
interstate commerce commission has
. completed
upon
the investigation
'Which It embarked some months ago.

'orri'Spolldeuce.
Kansas City. April I. The cattle
market took a sharp turn for the better after Tuesday of last week, and
as receipts have been small each day,
lilies continue to advance, including
today. Iteef steers are 15 to 30 cents
higher, including a 10 rent gain today, cows and heifers have remained
more nearly steady, as they were
at a high point, ami did not
sulTer much during the recent break
on steers. Fleshy grades of country
cattle are 10 to 15 cents lower than
.i week ago. while light and thin
stock cattle are about steady. Supplies from the range country have
been small. Including some Colorado
killing cattle at 14.60 to 4.!0. Montana killers at $4.65. Colorado stock-r- s
$4.65, cows $3.60 to $3,xf. hulls
$3.05. t )f course, these prices do not
represent the full strength of the
market as quality was generally lacking in the offerings from the range.
Hulk of corn fed steers are selling
today ut $4. SO to $5.50. top $6.40,
highest price paid In six weeks.
A
string of 'Hell" brand heifers, fed
In Nebraska, sold at
$4.75
today.
With moderate marketing the situation will likely remain strong.
Receipts of sheep and lambs are
running moderate and the demand
good, market a shade stronger than
a week ago, run UUOO todaf. Colorado
fed lambs sold today at $7.70 to $7.80,
a few 60 pound lambs at $7.50, and
a small number of feeding lambs going to the country at $7.15 to $7.26.
No good to choice ewes have been Included for a week, a few medium
grade Colorado ewes today at $5.65,
and some commonlsh ewes at $5.50,
on the feeder order. Yearlings have
been very scarce, selling today at
s
$6.60 to $6.85, some 82 pound
at the latter price, while wethers have been extremely scarce, a few
today at $5.85. Receipts for March
fell a small number below the receipts of March last year, nnd a
greater shortage Is anticipated from
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..'Speculation About Taft.
Mr. Taft Is the administration
favorite of all the republican presidential candidates, has been known
hi Washington for many months.
Whether Mr. Taft can attain the goal
f hla ambition remains to be seen.
Ont In his own state of Ohio he must
battle for delegates with the regular
party organization headed by Senators Foraker and Dick, unless u
.true la patched up between the
;frteada of Taft and the two senators.
Should it become apparent within
the next fix months that the secretary of war la making no headway,
he will undoubtedly take steps to
suite it known that he is not a candidate.
It would be hard to say whom the
.administration would put forward in
isuch a contingency.
In the meantime, un effort will be made to har-- ,
monize the differences between the
factions in Ohio, and If that falls Mr.
will go 1n and make a light
Tat
against Foraker and Dick.
If he
wkna his boom will be advanced; If lie
loses, his ambitions will have received
at blow that may prompt the secretary of war to change his mind about
presidency, and. perhaps after all
tte may
don the ermine.
he
When the Taft boom was first
launched some months ago the response from the country disappointed
.administration leaders. Recently it
ha been received with more cordiality.
The administration therefore
watts and hopes.
fa the meantime, Vice President
Fairbanks is making hay In the form
of delegates; Shaw is nursing his
boom; Cannon, from the West
is watching developments, while
Foraker believes that If he makes
good in the Brownsville affair the
lightning will strike him. The political pot Is boiling over, although
(he republican national convention is
a long way off.
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Wliy SMMncr Quit.

John C Spooner, . of Wisconsin,
whose resignation as a member of
the United States senate will take
effect May 1, announced that he was
quitting public life for the reason
that having exhausted his fortune
made years ago he desired to make
aorae money before he lost his health
and strength.
"I am getting old," he said, "and
want to resume the practice of law
.

before it is too late. I've got a family Ui look out for."
Speaking to friends Informally a
day or so ago, Mr. Spooner declared
that while other motives had been
assigned for his retirement, and condition of his finance was the controlling one.
.However," he continued, "I can
1
lei! of another.
have been around
the annate now some sixteen years,
Mud In that time I have seen intellectual giants fade away In mental
vigor and influence. I made up my
mind long ago that I would not stay
was down and
in the senate until
out. Having decided to return to
the practice of law. m no reason
why the Bteri xhould not be taken at
wrii'e. The f.iKcinatlon of public life
I
am getting
la almost Irreytible.
out before any suggestion can be
made that I have been relegated to
"
.the 'latt known as
1

1

"has-beens.-

Former Senator Burton declare
him
in prison lias been rewarded by It none
velt. 'Mother man booming Teddy.
A lirlstol, Ya., man eloped in his
overalls. Keep 'em on, partner, keep
on or she 11 be trying to wear
cm.

that every man who helped put

Special

I

Colo-rado-

now on.

STOCK 8A1.KS.

Special Correspondence.
Kansas City, March 9. Representative sales of western sheep and
lambs at Kansas City this week:
Monday, March 25.
C. DeLong, Rocky Ford, Colo. 894
lambs, 75 lbs., $7.80.
lieatty IJros.. Manzanola, Colo.
512 lambs, 78 lbs., $7.65.
G. W. Terpenlng, Prowers, Colo.
965 lambs, 60 lbs., $7.45.
Colo-Ari- z.
S. Co., Trinidad, Colo.
246

ewes,

82 lbs., $5.50.

Harson, Rocky Ford, Colo.
899 ewes. 85 lbs.. $5.60.
E. P. Woodly, Iterthoud, Colo. 520
ewes, 71 lbs., $5.25.
m
Tuesday, March 20.
C DeLong, Rocky Ford, Colo.
1022 lambs, 74 lbs., $7.75.
C. N. Davis, Rerthoud, Colo.
260
lambs. 76 lbs., $7.75.
Li. 11. Fagan, Berthoud, Colo.
95
lambs, 72 lbs., $7.65; 376 ewes, 85
F.

M.

lbs., $5.55.

Snyder. Iis Animas. Colo.
312 lambs, fix lbs., $7.65; 146 ewes,
V

.

1

MARKET

15 TO 30 CENTS

BE CALLED TO

I

12.

82 lbs., $5.50.
J. M. Walker,

las Animas, Colo.
1035 lambs, 69 lbs., $7.60.
Kreeker & Co., Rerthoud. Colo.
242 coarse lambs. 91 lbs., $7.35.
Colo-AriS. Co., Riverside. Colo.
23S ewes, 87 lbs., $5.45.
K. H. Markham. Berthoud, Colo.
791 ewes. 74 lbs., $5.36.
Wednesday, MarcU 27.
Olllett & Kelly, Rerthoud. Colo.
517 lambs, 75 lbs., $7.75.
E. Scott, Las Animas, Colo. 574
lambs. 74 lbs., $7.65.
L,. H. Cheney, Monte Vista, Colo.
299 lambs. 75 lbs., $7.60.
J. McNaught, Lamar, Colo. 209.
lambs, 70 lbs., $7.55; 17 spring lambs,
43 lbs., $10.
W. F. Hankins, Lovelund. Colo.
256 lambs, 80 Ins., $7.55.
S. T. Howarth, Iterthoud,
Colo
510 lambs. 77 lbs., $17.40.
Davis & Co., Rerthoud, folo. 4 7
coarse lambs, 87 lbs.. $7.40.
J. B. Everhardt, Rerthoud, Colo.
889 ewes. 89 lbs., $5.60.
Tluirwliiy, March 28.
L. Jacobs, Lamar, Colo. 604 Iambi
79 lbs., $7.70.
Scott L. S. Co.,
Animas, Colo.
423 lambs. ( 68 lbs., $7.56.
A. Mascher, Las Animas, Colo.
438 lambs, 68 lbs.. $7.35.
Wm. Marlman, Las Animas, Colo.
444 lambs, 78 lbs., $7.65.
Cooper, Las Animas, Colo. 529
lambs, 71 lbs., $7.50.
McBride & Shaw, Las Animus, Cplo
781 lambs, 69 lbs., $7.50.
z.
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
ARTICLE

He Is dying'

the stroke of 12 tonight be will
Ills last, and
the
have breathed
'"I Iger" In Present t will have become
hut a memory.
He - dying.
And with his passing
will go some of the doubtful glory
o which Arizona has boasted In the
past.
When the clock In the court house
booms out the midnight hour, his
eislwhlle lair will Iih clothed In
ciepe. No more tho luring whirr of
the little Ivory ball, as It clicks
around the roulele wheel. No more
the "can" will be emptied of Its winners and losers. No more the affable
voice of the dealer, exclaiming, "'Jet
No
down, boys; he's coming out."
more the monotone droning of the
twenty winning numbers ns they are
.'o
drawn from the policy wheel.
more the signs. "Stud I'oker. f0c a
stuck," adorn the walls back of (he
dealer's chair.
His claws,
The "Tiger" Is dying.
which oft have been trimmed by the
lucky ones, or which, In days agoue,
have left deep scratches on the fortunes of those who "bucked" him
once too often, are now stiffening in
the death throes. His erstwhile roars
i mi

will soon

stillness.

give

way

to a

death-lik-

e

Some there are who rejoice, while

mourn his approaching debut whatever may be said of
the habits of the "Tiger," of his power for good or greater evil, there Is
no gainsaying that In l'rescott those
who have groomed lilm, who have
looked after his dally wants, who
on
were his closest associates,
the whole, "good fellows;" good citizens, who made their living In l'rescott; who spent their money with
merchants;
who took n
l'rescott
pride In the upbuilding of the "city
a mile high," and what more does
any public-spirite- d
citizen?
Known as gamblers, 'tis true: men
who lived on the turn of a card; who
made their living by pandering to
the baser desires of others, seeking
something for nothing; who were rich
and poor, as that tickle Jade, chance,
decreed: but men, now that the cycle
o' time has ordained their going, who
will be sincerely missed by many
who knew them best; men who were
all that the term "honest gambler"
Implies.
Men of families, the majority of
them, men whose wives were Just ns
loving and faithful; whose children
were Just as happy and contented;
whose home life wns Just as irreproachable as, perchance, that of the
deacon in the church.
And in the bosom of his family is
the true nature of a man best adjudged.
Show us a man whose wife shrinks
at his every frown; whose children
hide as they hear him aproaching;
whose dog ducks its tall and slinks
away at the sound of his footsteps,
and we'll show you a cur, u coward,
a criminal at heart, be he preacher,
prince or potentate.
Show us a man whose wife meets
him with a glad smile and loving,
arms; whose children
outstretched
run to meet him at the gate; whose
dog barks Joyously at the first sighting of Its master, nnd we'll show you
a man, In ull that the word implies,
be he gambler or whatnot.
There Is no defense for gambling
In itself.
Never has there been a
time, since the advent of Adam ami
Eve, when man could gain something
for nothing, honestly, but that the
men who have acted ns the agents
dying "Tiger;" who have dealt
the cards squarely, leaving the rest
to chance, should be termed blacklegs,
robbers, as the
en' te east has been wont to term
l.'nscru-pulu- s
injustice.
is
u
them,
rank
ones there were among them,
'tis true, e'en as there are in every
walk of life, but the majority, in
l'rescott, at least, were and are men
with the making of good citizens;
men who, on the whole, lived good
clean lives; men whom but few were
ashamed to extend the right hand of
fellowship.
l'rescott Is no worse off that these
men have lived among us. Few, If
any. can attribute their ruin. If ruined they were, to these men; few, if
any, can say, now that they are leav
ing, that they have not met all their
Just debts and obligations fully and
promptly.
The onward march of progress has
written "finis" for them In Arizona,
but with them will go the best wishess,
of the majority of Prescott's
and for them, their families
and their friends, no word of cenBure
Is heard, no reproaches, no criticism;
only the greeting, in nearly every
Instance, of "Uood bye, Old Man;
we hate to see you go."
And this farewell greeting is sin
cere; comes from the heart, and Is
deserved.
Rut the "Tiger" is dying.
May his soul rest In peace. Ari
zona Journal-Mine- r.
others
mise,
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A Woman's Way

Miss Tiera Farrow and MUs Avis
First National Rank, Las Animas. R. Chadborn. west side opposing poli
tical canddates for city treasurer, aat
Colo. 452 ewes, 84 lbs., $5.60.
It. L. Robinson, Las Animas, Colo. at a table In the Young Women's
9 lbs.,
Christian association rooms in that
382 lambs,
$7 40;52ewes,
city at 11 o'clock today eating a light
89 lbs., $5.60.
Robinson & O., Ill ewes, 79 Ids., luncheon of lettuce und nut sandwiches, says the Kansas City Star. It
$3.40.
.
was the same table at which they had
Friday, March 29.
sat every noon since they had agreed
Scott L. H. Co., Las Animus, Colo.
to "show those horrid men how to
499 lamha, 68 lbs., $7.45.
First National Bank, Lna Animas. campaign. Roth were silent and. nervous. A coolness of manner was noColo. 622 lambs. 72 lbs., $7.60.
. Marleman,
ticeable in the way Miss Chadborn
Las Animus, Colo.
701 lambs, 78 lbs., $7.70.
tossed her pretty Easter hat. Finally
McHrlde & Shaw. Las Animas, Colo she broke forth with:
"I am aorroy to see, Miss Farrow,
777 lambs, 69 lbs.. $7.55.
that you have broken the agreement
between us. You remember. It was
to buy no more new things before
SILVER CITY IS
election. It pains me very much to
Inform you that you have broken your
by wearing a new white shirt
A SECOND BiSBEE word
waist the day before election."
"
"Why, Miss Chadborn, I
Tho words Imhwiim) Healed. '
deny it. I
"Oh, you needn't
W. II. Halm, one of the wealthiest
You
and most prominent coal dealer In wouldn't onbelieve you If you did.
you have
think,
now
have
I
and
it
the territory arrived
In the city
taken an unfair advantage of me. So
Saturday from his home In Albuquerque und spent the week In looking there, now."
"Well, if you are going to be maan
around Silver City and visiting the
various mining camps, says the Sli- about It I don't care. I'll have you
beaten a city block when the returns
ver City Enterprise.
It Is needless come
in tomorrow night, anyway. I
to add that Mr. Hahn waa very treat
ly surprised at the great prosperity have the promise of more votes than
you
thought of getting," Miss
ever
ana mining activity everywhere no
parent in and around Silver City--. Farrow's dark eyes flashed.
"Oh, you're tivl so many," Miss
i ne gentleman
predicts a great fu
"I have a few
ture for Silver City and believes It Chadborn returned.
promised for myself. I won't
votes
Is destined to become the second Bis
you
give
un
even
to call
Invitation
bee of the southwest.
on me at the city hall when I become
city treasurer."
Miss Chadborn, the democratic candidate arose from her seat. She looked scornfully at her opponent as she
turned to leave. Rut Miss Furrow was
1
smiling.
Tlio riillimophy of Mbin Furrow.
"What Is the use of us quarreling?"
the republican candidate asked. "It
doesn't buy either, of us any votes.
Resides we really like each other. Ai
for this shirt waist. That wasn't included in our agreement. Only shoes,
hats und dresses were specified in it."
"Forgive me, dear." Miss Chadborn
cried impulsively, "for accusing you
wrongfully. Wa will still be friends no
All
matter which of us is elected."
Druggists
"And I'll walk right up to you und
:'.! " : "II ale Heeled." Miss
Farrow Kald.
"I'll do the :ne thing for you if It
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INTEREST
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II. 4 lark.)
The llrst thlnn to be considered In
leli rmlnlng tic- sanity
of
llarrv
Thaw. would he the question of
heredity. Then his own life, his
training und his habits would be con
(My Dr.

Faclllttss.

.

V)'

sidered.
In the physical examination
the
llrst search would be for points of
degeneracy.
Almost all of us hav.- some of these slight deformations or
physical Irregularities.
many
Too
points of degeneracy form a circum
stance to be seriously considered.
They mean that the subject is pre
disposed to mental unbalance.
Each of us is born with a certain
heritage of stability. Uuder sufficient
stress, either physical oi mental, this
stability breaks and the man becomes
Insane.
There are certain physical evidences more or less aparent to the
trained observer when this stability
has broken down. These evidences
are In the nerves, and tests bring '
them out.
The R horn berg is one.
The patient la stood with his feet close together. Inability to maintain a proper balance Is shown by this test. The
patient has control of his body, but
lacks a Mne of location as to his
limbs. If his hand were clenched he
might not know it.
n
Ry the
test the
of the patient's foot Is tickled. In
conditions of Insanity the great toe Is
drawn upward.
Westphal test Tho patient's knee
Is struck sharply Just below the knee
cup.
Absence of the reflex known
as "knee
Jerk" Indicates certain
forms of Insanity.
n
Ry the
test the
failure of the pupils of the eye to
contract and enlarge themselves
nurlurally Is shown as a sign of insanity.
Test of reflexes In the ankle and
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FRANK McKKH
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS
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director
Vic

President
President
ClUJhler

Assistant Cashier
Director

fomiTORr

m.

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository (or Atcblsoo, Topeks & Sssts Fs

$500, OOM
$250,000.01
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elbow, .. tests.... , to determine
if the V.pa- -.
..
H..
ii, oit t.linn Iihi.1 nl.tO,..
lira l
ni'iiii.r in r:i.op,
or other causes of pain, and other
tests are for similar purposes. They
may show that the patient's nerves
have lost their functions to a degree
that clearly Indicates a deranged
brain.
My Impression from dispatches ,1s
that Xhe Thaw lunacy commission is
to consider largely the evidence
placed before the court in the form
of affidavits. If the board conducts
an original physical examination, the
above tests would form a part of it.
My understanding is that the New
York law defines a man Insane when
he does not distinguish right from
wrong. That does not agree with
We know that
medical experience.
many Insane persons do know right
from wrong.
We say a man Is Insane when he
knows the right but cannot keen his
body from acting as he knows is
wrong.

fr:'--

yf

Ft

lR. V. II. CLARK.
Famous alienist who lias written
accompanying article on Thaw Inquiry for Tho livening Clticn.
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HARRY TIIAAV'S Ql'EFIl HEAD NOW IMIKK KEK.N EYES OF SX- ITY. COMMISSIONERS.
Dominating Characteristics an Marked by Miss Josslo Fowler, Most Fain-ou- s
American l'lirvnologlst.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

turns out the other way," the other
rejoined.
HILLSBORO MAN
Then the political cundldates locked arms and walked from the room
laughing.
KILLED

Wholesale Grocers

ESTANCIA HAS

BY WIFE

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

coroner's jury at Hlllsboro, N.
has just decided that Manuel Ma 7
who d!ed at his home in that
COMMERCIAL CLUB drll,
place on Saturday last, lost his life ?
us a result of poison, administered by 2
wife, Valentlna
Madrll. Three
The organization of the Estancla his
the wife Just mentioned,
Commercial club was perfected
on persons,Lyons,
I
u negress, and Franlast Tuesday afternoon at a meeting Annie
In the Walker building, at which time cisco Rnca have been arrested In conpermanent officers were chosen, says nection with' the case. The principal
the Estancla News. A number were witness before the coroner's Jury was
added as charter members before the Amle Lyons, who an examination,
election of officers, which resulted us admitted that Valentlna Madrll, the
wife had sent her to the drug store
follows:
In Hlllsboro to purchase the poison.
President tl. II. Van Stone.
She stated further that In order to
Vice President
Wm. Oregg.
the same readily she asked for
-Recorder. Secretary and Treasurer obtain
irSrTu
rat poison and was given bv th)
Earl Scott
sasws
r
druggist
a
bottle
labeled
Ballard's
rat
Secretary
Corresponding
E.
II. poison.
This she later saw Mrs. MaIlrum back.
RM0O&.
I
pour into her husband's coffee.
The next regular meeting will be drll
The
deudl
man she says drank the coffcRlEN
held on next Tuesday afternoon at fee,
became at once violently Hi and
which time tho various committees
-LINE
will be named by the president, as ' soon afterward died. There Is also
to the effect that Francisco
provtiled by the
Every busi- evidence
ness man of Estancla, Interested in Uaca. a friend of the Madrll woman,
aware of the Intention on the
the growth and advancement of the was
part of Mrs. Madrll to get rid of her
county in general and Estancla
in husband
in the manner described.
particular, should be un active memtWVT'-- j
ber. There Is a great deal of work
Cured
of RlM'iimatlsin.
ahead of such un organization just at
LJ r"i
Mr.
Wm.
Henry
Chuttunooga,
of
this time, and all should pull together
for a greater BNtancia. Now that the Tenn., had rheumatism in his left
"The strength seemed to have
county seat light has been won, the arm.
out of the muscles so that u
erection of a court house should pro- gone
ceed, If the bonds can be disposed of was useless for work," he says. "I
applied Chamberlain's Pain Balm and
and the funds secured.
wrapped the arm In flannel at night,
and to my relief I found that the pain
Wliooidng Cough.
gradually
left me and the strength
I have used Chamberlain's
Cough returned.
In three weeks
rheuiiemeoy in my ramtly m cases of matism had disappeared andthehas not
"OLD RELIABLE."
whooping cough, and want to tell you sine returned."
If troubled with
that It la the best medicine I have rheumatism try a few
applications
of
ever used. W. F. Gaston, l'osco, 5a. Pain Halm.
You are certain to be
This remedy is safe and sure. For pleased with the relief
which it afsale by all druggists.
fords. For sale by all druggists.
A

M.
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The Best Liae
of lloorlns, celling:, wainscoting-- , partition and other lumber In hard and
soft woods, shingles, lath, eto.. Isn't
always that marked at the lowest figures. But when It comes to couattng
up the cost for two or three years at
a stretch, we guarantee that you'll
agree with us that ours Is the best line
of lumber In this vicinity.

j

RIO

LUMBER

CO,

Corner Third and Marquette

0K0OSK000

j

GRANDE

ESTABLISHED

1ST!.

L. B. PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

J. D. Eakla. President
President.

O. Olomt, Vie

Com. Mellnt,
O. Btcbechl,

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

Bcratar7

Trtirr.

Carries the larctst and Most Exclusive Stock of Staole Groceries la
In the Southwest.

Consolidated Liquor Company
Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and IACHECHI A CIOMI.
WHOLfALK DKALCRB IN

f

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
W

M.

KKoeroe&eKeK

kttp vryiblng la ttoek fa outfit tbt
mo tt Imttldloui bar ttmpltf

been appointed exclusive agents In th Southwest for Jaa.
SchllU, Wm. Lamp and 6t Lojls A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone.
Green River, W. H. McBrayer'a Cedar Brook, LOula Hunter, T.J. Monarch, and jthtr atandard brands of whisklea too numerous to mantles
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
Bat sell tbe strmtgbt article aa received by us from the beat Usrtee
Distilleries and Breweries Id the United Stst s. Call and Icsseet oar
Stock snd Prices, or write (or Illustrated Cstalogue and Trice List.
Issued to dealers only.
Hav

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

.

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Me x tec

1

WUDNHSDAY.

APRIL

'ALBUQUEHQUE

ft. 1WI7.

have bppn forced to delny all trains I
for nt leat fifteen hours or lonRer.
nil h- tielnjt able to use the Rocky
Mouiitnin roml this delay n avoided. Thl l no doubt Rpprertalt'd by
th' Suntu Fe.
Colorado A Southern Engineer J.
o. Thompson, who ninde a fast run
a few days ago from Pueblo to Denver, may lose his laurels as a record-breake- r.
Another has arisen to dispute his claim, setting, on March 23.
a new record for speed over mountain
roHils when he pulled the Colorado
& Soul hern passenger from I'ueblo to
lienver. a distance of 119 mile, In
150 minutes' actual
running time.
The friends of Engineer Harry Dunce
are aroued and assert that they have
the printed records to prove that
Dunne.. lias made a faster run over

Sweep Sale
of all old stock carpet in order to make room for our New

spring stock of Ru;s and Carpets we are receiving daily.
Call and make your selection
and we will make the price
right.

4&ff

k,-

Futrelle Ftif nittire Company
money. At Kansas City he represented himself as a buyer for Monng-ha- n
& Murphy company, nut a, wire
from Ihere nsklntf the authenticity of
At
hN acts resulted In his arrest.
Kansas Citv he took the name of J.
S. Khare, he having
his possession
,an KIks iilcntiftcation cant bearing
that name. It has since been learned
that ho was prosecuted at Kansas
to which he
City mi some charge
pleaded guilty and that he was sentenced to seven years Imprisonment.

S5.000.0Q0.000
FRR RAM RJlAn
BUILDING

nil-- :

Amount Necessary to Keep
Fare Next Decade With Industrial Improvement.
lurge has been the Increase in
all branches of Industrial pursuits In
the United States during recent years
haX the railroads, which have, been
the great factors In bringing about
this development, are constantly taxed to their utmost in coping with the
perplexing problem of handling this
cnermuusly increased tonnage rapidly. With ult lines of manufacturing
pl&ats constantly increasing their capacity, it is but natural to expect that
the railroads should be confronted
with a shortage of motive power and
equipment with which to transport
the business, and Inadequate terminal
fuetliUee to handle it.
Richard H. Emmons, editor of the
Manufacturers' Record, discusses the
IfUeultles of the railroads and produces statistics showing why the
have not been able to catch up
in
wlh the procession of expansionsays
the United States. Mr. Kdmonds
that In the year 1830 the United
miles of railStates had twenty-thre- e
road, and the following dacade, 1S40,
the trackage was' 2810 miles. In
1905 the mileage of the railroads in
the United States was 217,3.10. and at
the close of the year 1906 it was estimated that there were 233.000 miles
f railroad lines being operated In the
country. These figures do not take
into consideration the miles and miles
of ridings and double tracking In the
country, but include only the mileage
of snain lines.
In 1895, the number of cars both
passenger and freight in use In the
United States was 1,265,108, and In
18
the number had increased to
In 1904 the number had
to 1,770,884, or greater than
the half decade preceding it, und in
IMS there were 1.798,484 cars in use,
shewing an Increase over the preceding half decade of 293,036. The number of locomotives added since 1895,
ad by half decades, shows that in
from
1M the number had Increased
to 38,065, and in 1905 there
it.
were 49,616 locomotives in use on the
nsHroads of the country, far exceeding the tlgures of the previous live
years In 1895 the ton mileage or
the lumber of tons transported one
nrile was 88,567,770,801. and in 1900
thfc) ton mileage had Increased to 141.
161,109,413.
While the increase of
the last half decade was not as great
as the preceding one, the ton mileage
in 1906 reached 187. 375. 621. 537.
The passenger traffic of the United
States has show n Increases, as will be
een by the following figures: In 1895
the number of passengers hauled one
mtle was 12,642,202,551. and in 1900
trow figures had increased to
During the next half decade
the passenger traffic of the United
States showed up better i.mn freight
traffic, because there had been iui Increase of over 7,000.000.000 in the
number of passengers handled the
previous half decade, making the figures 23,906.420.668.
Owing to the constant improvement
being made by the railroads and the
addition of more powerful locomotives and freight cars of much greater capacity, the freight tonnage has
increased by a greater percentage
than has either the increase in the
number of cars and locomotives or
mileage of track. While the railroads
are ever trying to catch up In the
way of improvements, the abnormal
growth of business is so great that it
Hoetoa impossible to provide additional trackage, curs and motive power
faat enough to handle it in a way
nest satisfactory to the shippers, the
ratlread people und the public generally.
It has been estimated and statistics
will go a great ways toward
this estimate, that to ex-tthe railroad facilities by the ad- s,
dition of track, terminal accommoda-ioathe addition of rolling stock and
the improvement of roadbed from
time, to time, will require un expenditure, during the next ten years, of
from 4, 000. 000. 00(1 to $5,000,000,000.
As regards the supyiy of coal, the
foundation of the modern Industrial
system and a great source of revenue
le many of the large railroads of the
Uultod States, there need be no cause
for otmccrn. The number of square
miles of coal land in this country far
exceeds tn..t or any country in the
world: indeed, the United States, with
ils 365.0OO square miles of coal land,
is over six times as rich in coal resources us the combined coal territory
f hlurope, which is but 51 .una square
miles in all.
The railroads of the country also
much revenue from the large
production of iron ore and steel
Much of this is consume. by the rail
roads themselves ill tile construction
ami repairing of new and old lines
and the building of cars, locomotives.
bridge, machinery, tic. While it is
believed that the world consumption
of iron in the next ten years will far
exceed that of the consumption from
ibe bi ginning of recorded history to
the present time, the indications are
that the United Slates will be able
te hold her own In this output, which
iB'licMtcs continued propciuy f.ir t li
country generally.
rail-rea-

tit

16,313,-284,47-
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KoadinaMcr Murray in .lull.
KHii'ii I.. .Muriay. it one nine em
ployed as clerk in l'.oadmast. r
office at Needle, was arrested at Kansas City this week on a
money uad.-riAige 0f obtaining
f ilse pretense,
says the Needles Kye.
Murray h i I obtained a reputation
.a.diit the lime of bis leaving here
f,r borrowing money and when lie
a
leave he left debts here due and
. ng.
as well as taking with him
e baggage to possession of which
n.
I
was not entitled. At Los Angeles
ii
drew a check on Monaghan v
v lrphy company.
He also did the
- me act
on the Needles it. ink. lie
t
from !is Angeles and at
t
low succeeded in vh'ainiiiK more
ll.n-drcn'-
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This is the time of the year when
the railway lines running into the
southwest offer special inducements
to the traveling public'to look up the
farming lands In that section, all the
way from Kansas to Texas and California, says the Topeka Journal.
In addition to the regular round-tri- p
first class settlers' rates to the
southwest, for first und third Tuessecond
days of each month, one-wa- y
class tickets will be sold to the same
territory every Tuesday during March
and April at a great reduction. Also,
y
second-clas- s
until April 30,
colonist tickets will be sold to all
points in California and Arizona; and
to some points In New Mexico, at
the usual fare; these
about three-lift- s
colonist tickets are nonored In tourist sleepers, the berth rate being extra.
The passenger department of the
Santa Fe reports that the colonization
business this spring will surpass that
On one honieseeker
of last season.
traffic
day rently the passenger
passing through the Kansas City gato
way was 86 per cent greater than for
the corresponding day last year. The
entire country seems to be land hungry. There ' no crazy boom in farms
anywhere, hut those who buy with
good judgment today can reasonably
expect n nice profit if they should sell
out within a few months.
i

one-wa-

HIMMi OI'

PEARANCE AT

AP-
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Are You on the LookouC:

lA

For Summer Comfort?

PARK

mm

Farmers Making Experiment
on Feeding Cactus

-C-

ollege

Y.M.C. A. Crowing.

........ iitn.lu
a ... .t ,..,n.l
K... 'I
MoMlla Park. X. M.. A
Dune s record, made June 6. 1902. Is
as follows: From depot to depot, two withstanding the winter
minutes. Actual rather cold and dreary.
hours. thirty-on- e
tfrtn

)

Not
lias been
.
ryl hlng is

one-wa-
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THE

WASHINGTON
RIM TOt

MAN
DELL
MrPine Clothing
and Furnishings.

CO.

Elks' Opera House

1

v

April 8 and 9

,..

The (.rent

.".V".

I

Spectacular Operatic
Comedy

The Elk's Tooth
The Isle of Mystery
a

Given By
PH1NCKTOX AI.IM.M IIOI.D- IXti ANXUAI; Kl-:- XH
Albuquerque Ixxlge Xo. 461, It. P
Princeton, N. J., April S. The
Princeton Alumni asocial Ion of the O. E.
Pittsburg district held its annual re-ayesterday.
union
The
dramatic
club, the Triangle, gave "The Mummy
People in the Cast-- 50
Monarch," a musical comedy. In the 50
Nixon theatre. In the evening a dinner was given, among the speaka
ers belnir Dr. Woo il row Wilson, nresi- dent of the university; Judge George Magnificent Scenery, lUautiful t)ot- Gray, of Delaware; Judge Nathaniel
tnmcs, Novel EleetrlenI Kffeets.
Weing, United States district Judge.
i

-

"Pneumonia's Deadly Work

DEVOES HEADY PAINT
One Gallon Covers 600 Square Feet.
, PALMETTO UOOP PAINT
Stops Ijenks, Lnsts live Years,

right
had so seriously affected
Kl'ltKKAt
lung,
writes mrs. rannie Connor, ui
Tickets
SI. 00
It at Last.
Ycn, I Have
Kural Route 1, Georgetown. Tenn.,
Found what? Why that Chamber- "that 1 coughed continuously night- Iain's
Salve cures eczema and all
GIVEN
NOTICE IS HEREBY
and day and the nelghobrs nrodlcsemed Inevitable, manner of Itching of the skin. I that the undersigned, special master
tion consumption
appointed by the court on November
until my husband brought home a have been afflicted I for manygetyears
up 26, 1906, to sell certain property
had to
bottle of Dr. Klnga New Discovery, with skin disease.
which In my case proved to be the (three or four times every night and hereinafter described. In a cause
to
allay
water
cold
the
wash
with
only real coughcure and restorer of
numbered 7243, District Court of
county. Territory
of New
weak, sore lungs." When all other terrible Itching, but since using this
V.
Flournoy
remedies utterly fall, you may still salve In December, 1905. the itching Mexico, in which M.
me.
not
troubled
and Clara Toscher were plaintiffs and
win In the battle against lung and has stopped and has
Ongley,
T.
John
Elder
Rootville.
Discovery,
Henry J. Farmer and Zena Farmer,
TRANSCONTINENTAL MXF.S
throat troubles with New
by all Pa. For sale by all druggists.
his wife, were defendants, will sell at
MARK It AT10 EOK TEACHERS the real cure. Guaranteed
bot-- j
public n union to tho highest and best
$1.00.
druggists.
Trial
60c
and
Passenger
as
The Transcontinental
Evening
Citizen bidder, for cash, at the hour of 10
Subscribe for The
sociation has decided to make a round tie free.
o'clock. In the forenoon on Thursdny,
trip rate of one fare plus $2 for the
the 25th day of April, 1907, at the
convention of the .National Educafront door of the postofllce In the city
on
tional association at Los Angeles,
of Albuquerque, territory aforesaid,
July 8 to 12. The $2 above the one
t:
the following described property
way fare will be turned over by the
Liots five (5) and six (6). of
as the
railways to the association
J
twenty-nine
Hunlng's
(29),
block
membership fee of the person paying
Highland addition to the city of AlIt.
This Is the same rate which has
buquerque, as the same Is known and
been made by the railways for meetdesignated on a plat of said addition
ings of this association In the past.
Many men have to consider
made by Otto Dieckman, and tiled In
When it was proposed to hold the
comfort first of all in buying n
the office of the probate clerk and
convention at Philadelphia the eastrecorder of Hernallllo county.
ern trunk lines refused to make the
shoe. For those who suffer
Said sale Is to satisfy a judgment of
rate asked for, and after It was deplaintiffs
suid
of foreclosure against
cided to hold the convention at Los
from corns, bunions, sore or tender feet, we
said defendants in a sum Including
Angeles the eastern trunk lines formshoe
the
finest
recommend our Antikorn,
Interest and costs to the date of sale
ally requested the transcontinental
to the sum of $2,170.80. Said sale Is
of its kind in the world. Made from Ulack
lines not to make the desired rate,
made subject to a deed of trust to
indicating that they believed that this Vici Kid, the softest and best leather
Samuel
Plckard made February Dth,
would be In violation of the Hepburn
1A06, for three hundred dollars, and
act.
also to a deed of trust to M. W.
Flournoy made March 24th, 1906, for
SANTA I V. HI XS OVFK
Price,
$3.50.
give
satisfaction.
to
guaranteed
and
elRhteen hundred dollars, and to meKOCKY MOUNTAIN KO.l.
"
and
heel,
now
outstanding
sense
toe
chanics
and
liens
broad
"common
a
It has
The Rocky Mountain road was thi?
amounting lo $2,200.00.
salvation of the .Santa Fe through
is made on a last padded just where the big
FRANK II. MOORE.
passenger service on Thursday from
would come. A shoe for all who suffer from
Special Master.
3 a. m. until lute that night, says the
the foot troubles above mentioned.
Raton Range.
The trains handled
FiiltT MAYARD N. M.. MARCH 26
were No. 3, No. 4, No. 1 and th
)I!mi7. Settled proposals In triplicate
Hebron coal train. A wreck at Otero
0
for constructing approximately
of ten cars of steel rails caused the
feet of cement gutters and slde-- !
occasion.
for
trouble.
every
grow in popularity each year. Models
walks at this post, will be received
'
.Superintendent Dedman, Chief Dishere until 11 a. m. May 1. 1907, and
,
patcher Farrell and Master Mechanic
opened. Information furnished
then
Brockton,
B. Keith Shoe Co., Makt-iPreston
j on application.
Records and efficient train crews from
United States reserves
the Rocky Mountain road bandied
rlKht to accept or reject any or all
f-any
part thereof. Envelthe trains with ease.
Rocky Mounproposals or
opes containing proposals should be
tain engines were used.
Previous to the advent
endorsed "Gutters und Sidewalks"
of
the
Rocky Mountain road, the Santa Fe,
and addressed to Capt. S. P. Vestal,
CjuartermaHter.
in sueh an Instance as this, would

KEITH KONQUEROR

SHOES

28,-00-

)

M.
WILLIAM CHAPLIN

D

HOTT'S

'

V

I

'

J

I

II

'

,

I

1

PIUS

PENNYROYAL
Wmi
larltv and i)niiuit)a.ii
fcltd thlnh " pjttn of

Th

orrvofn

KOTT CHEJKICAL

m

Jb..-M.-

sen.

ANN

A

DON J. RANKIN & CO.
insurance:, real bstat

fire

LOANS

Automatic Phon 4 IX.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Bu!161n4T

A. E. WALKER,
nmm

INSURA MOaT.

Secretary Mutual Building AmiilW
Office at 217 WeM Raiftraaai
avenue.
Uon.

We have taken the management
of the Standard Plumbing St Heating
company and ask our friends and
the public to give us their patronage
and Insure them the work will be
done right and the charges will be
fair.
JOSEPH W. HESSELDEN,
RALPH DUNBAR.

Standard Plumbing & Heating

"SHORT

LINE"

to the mining camps of Colorado,
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, la
by way of Santa Te, N. M., and

the

&

OENYER

RIO GRANDE

RAILROAD

through the fertile San Luis

val-

ley; also to the San Juan country
of Colorado.

For Information as to rates,
train service, descriptive literature
address.

K. HOOPER,
General Passenger
Ticket Agent
Denver, Colo.
S.

MAUGER
VJOOL
with
and Mauger

W. E.
Of floe,

Raube
US North First

ALBUQUERQUE,

TOri
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.
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Free Trial.

IX)R C.tbV BY

l

FOR TENDER FEET

60e$I.OO

an4

"LMta
velopmrnl of
and Mf. Wa
rmM
known rmreY fir woirm
invm. tinnoi do nnrm-n- ia

'

mm

Priet

0NSUMPTI0M
OUGHB
OLDS

Tilt?? Kl

j
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Discovery

Nov

Railroad Avaau

Hor-nalil- lo

TOOT COMFORT

Dr. King's

JAP-A-LA- C,

Wtt

o

my

WITH

Bureat and Quickest Our tor all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONET BACK.

Thos. F. Keleher

408

tni LUNGS

CURE

REST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

Or

n

e,

KILL the COUCH

and

L1VEHT. SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Ex
changed.

Q

I

Those very funny comedians and
end men in songs and dancing and
witty side walk repartee, hear them
I See You no More,"
sing "(lood-byand "If You Wanta Meet a Jobana
Shake Hands With Me." See them
with Rufus Hastus Minstrels at the
Klks' opera house tonight.

'

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

JIK't

MINSTRELS TONIGHT

ltillen hy a Spider.
S200 IIEWAFP.
Through blood poisoning caused hv
bit". John Washington, of
Is offered for the capture of
Tex., would have lost his tlmo Pettlne. the
of Bena-U- -g,
which became a mass of running detto Berardlnelll. murderer
rom-was
Crime
sores, had ho not been persuaded to
in Albuquerque Monday. Fe- mlttd
try
Arnica Salve. He writes:
The first application relieved, and ruary .
C. A. and C. OTIANDR
four boxes healed nil ,the tioreJ"
Heals every sore. 2:i: at all

a spider

liu.-klln'-

Monday and Tuesday

Sunday morning the member
Mrs. .1. W Itecords, formerly- of of Last
the Y. M. C. A. held an election
xI..., . ....
M
.1.1.. ..o.i .I.....-...-w
',
L,
,
"u';i at hich some of the most competent
,'..,.. ...i,k workers of the student
expec-- ,
i go to Kansas City soon an,l
b"',yw"e
"'l'"s
"''
ch,'''
for treatment. Mr. Hecords Is master coming
year. The coming year will
mechanic on the Swastika route. Te
W''k'"Vo
Records have many friends in All.il- building "nT.be
nuerque
, , .
have to be taken care of; also a larg i
of members is expected
A Santa Fe laborer at Ilaton bit his enrollment
Tin.
tongue in two last week ami Is In irom nexi years students.
and his assistants are now
the I.as Vegas hospital waiting for It treasurer
payto heal together.
He was hit on the busy collecting the quarterly
back by a tie falling from u car, ments on the building fund which
by
pledged
outsiders.
causing his teeth to come together have been
has utmost been finished
get his
so fast that he couldn't
Is
$10,000
nearly
and
the
raised, but
way.
tongue out of the
still we need more help, as the new
building will have to bo furnished
w hen completed.
THE RUFUS RASTUS
'

Hardly think you can mention an article of Clothing or
Toggery that would add to your Summer comfort that we cannot show in a style to please you. Come, see.

Washington

,,..

y

Summer Suits at - - $12 to $30
Summer Trousers at $2 to $6

Fashioned Apparel

rat-wou- ld

'

We've two and three piece Suits of all suitable and stylish
Summer fabrics. Thin Coats, Thin Trousers, Negligee Shirts,
Thin Underwear, Hosiery and all sorts of Thin Toggery for
Summer Wear. And the best of the story is the fact that our
prices are also thin enough for your satisfaction and comfort.

lit
1m

Mill-mi-

will cost $30,0011,0''.

7'S HERE GALORE!

lift

beginning to look fresh and green.
running time, 137 minutes.
Most all the fruit has been killed by
The order issued by the slate rail-- I the early frosts and farmers sin fear
ni.m commission oi iansas untier in later freezes.
The wheat is as pretty
law requires all roads in that state and green as you usually see it this
1
on
on
to place
or before May a time of year.
sale
The ngricultnr.il proticket, to be sold at the rate fessors are running an experiment on
of 2 cents a mile. The law makes a sixty-fiv- e
varieties of sprinn and winy
maximum rate of 3 cents for
wheat In hopes of finding some
tickets, nod requires the roads to sell ter
varieties
that are well adapted to
a
ticket lit 2 cents a mile, New .Mexico.
They are also running
Interchangeable ticket an extended experiment
and 2000-mll- c
on onions and
at j:". with a refund of $;t.0o.
at present they have several ucre
which-arlooking
line.
With his neck broken and skull planted
Uiictl Kxpcrimciit.
crushed. Thomas Kane of Salin.i
chemistry
department
in conThe
Cruse. Mexico, who was here for his
health, was found Saturday in an ex- nection with the agricultural departcavation In the rear of the Gr.ind ment is running a feeding test on
Central hotel, at Kl Paso. He had cactus with two steers to Mini out the
thrown himself from a bridge and exact feeding value of the common
had evidently met Instant death. cactus of the New Mexico plains.
Kane was noted throughout Mexico! Tills test when completed will be of
and this section for his utility as a untold benefit to the cattlemen of the
territory. It will enable ihem to us.machinist.
the thorny plant to a gv,:li advnntAt present prices of material
the age which Is now a disadvantage M
cost of a steel passenger car. it Is es- - .many sections. It will perhaps
would average $15,000. This velop Into a means by whl.ii the
be about double the price of tlemen cun save their slock during
the present style of a wooden passen- - tne droughts which are not Infre-ge- r
coach. At this rate tho 2,000
nme n.....
and nt ih
new steel cars which the Pennsylvania thp DercentmrB nr loss in in.. t..e.
to
, lu.nr,y states,
provide Itself with rUo
has planned

HOMESE-EKEHS-

TICKETS HY COMMISSION
Commissioner E. K. Clark of the
interstate commerce commission has
given an opinion, in response to an
inquiry from the passenger department of the Denver and Kio Grande,
that the return portions of homeseek- ers' excursion tickets may be validated at intermediate points as well as
at destinations if the conditions on
the ticket when issued so provide. Mr.
Clark had previously given an opinion
that it would be unlawful to validate
the return portion of homeseekers'
tickets at any point except destination, but he states that this opinion
was given when he was under me
Impression that it was not to be provided upon the ticket that valida
tions should be made at intermediate
points, and that, therefore, the privilege of having them made at such
points was to be open to everybody.

CITIZEN.

IIS

SPRING MAKES

-

A Clean

EVENING

Bt.

N. M.

A ORAD I

Dealer In Groceries, Provlrlona, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines 1kqwW
and Cigars. Place your orders fa
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD ST.

THIRD STREET

Moat Market
MI Kinds of Fresh and Salt
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLIENWOHT
Masonlo Building, North Third

O. A. SLEYGTER
INSURANCE. REAL ESTATaV
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Rooms 12 and
Albuquerque.

14

CromwelT

Telephone No.

B1ie.

IS.

Give us your ROUGH DRV
and get It back Wfrdaoadajh
Imperial Laundry Co.

Monday,
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its Location

milks south of albuquerque,
n. m, at the junction ok the main line of
fe system leading east and
the santa chicago.
west from
kansas city, galveston
and points east to san francisco, los angeles, ami from the eastern and northern
states to el paso and texas.
1.000 business and residence lots. 25x140
feet, laid out with broad 80 and
wide. with
streets. with alleys 20
beautiful lake and public park .v grand
old shade trees; public school house, costing $10,000; churches; commercial club; a
bklf.n is

31

fet

70-fo-

1

population of 1,500 people; several large
mercantile establishments; the helen
patent
mill, capacity i;o parrels
rollerwinery;
daily; large
three hotels, restaurants, etc. helen is the largest
point for wool, flour. wheat, wine,
beans and hay in central new mexico. its
importance as a great commercial railroad city iv the near future can' not be
estimated.
ship-pin-
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COME

TO BELEN, N. M,

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and

Im-

OKflnnn 2000000000000 ai 00000000000KB
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Railway Center

AIL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
LEEK. Ill TRAIN'S OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE .MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRAN-D- E
TY
MONEY
EDS.
PURCHASE
CA: II.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.
WITH
MORTGAGE
SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR.
ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

8

S

PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

-

WM. M. BERBER,

A

WITH

provement Co.
,QHN BECKER, Pres
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Sprint Styles

i:
In

K.

city.

They delight the eye
and comfort the feet.
r..-

.'
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After the dull and cheerless winter
we like to lay aside our heavy garments and don something new and

,-

;v.'lt.

In Iglit.

"

I!

riii.it

st.

fori

Fair toThursdny, except shower
north portion tonight.

Denver,
night anil

Women's Oxfords

in

PERSONAL

f.W J

.S

r

to.. April

3.

Gregg of l'i Pa so

I

In

the

A. H. Rennet, of Tent- - Halite, Ind.
Is In town.
J. T. t 'handler Is ;i business visitor

from El Paso today.
T. It. Cannon, of Itichrnond, Va.,
Is visiting friends here for a

.

George Andrews, of San Pedro. N.
M.. is a business visitor In Albuquer-

que.

I.. A. Hughes, the Santa Ke wool
and hide buyer. Is an Albuquerque
visitor.
Lns night was one of the few inai
slipped by with no urresis ny nigiu

A

-

.

. .

.
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S.
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BRICHAM
Headquarters

C. N.

for Coffee

Our Leaders The Celebrated Richelieu Coffees
25c and 35c per lb.

Packages,
lb. tins, 45c.

J

b.
lb

tins, (Sc.
.tins, 11.00.

Capitol Coffee
tb. bucket,
1.00.

Qolden Gate coffee
tins, 40c.
I lb. tins, 80c.
nothing like It in the city. Try

premium,

with

--

Something

unique
Balk coffee, lOo to 40c.

CEO.

VS.

niCKOX

CO.

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEWFLERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
TUE ARCH FRONT

SOCTII SECOND

THE WAGNER

HARDWARE

Plumbers

W R, R. Ave.

32

1

--

323

ST.

GO,

Tinners

Alaska Refrigerators
Our
Line of

Savin
Ice Pads

White

Refrig-

mmmm

erators

:

Ice

Cream
Freezers

is the
i

most
complete
in the city

Iter

Mil

a

T. T. MAYNARD

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NEW

S.

Water

Water

Coolers

Filters

reti

,

Just Arrived
A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

1

mm

THE

Palace

Diamond
RAILROAD

DUmoada, Watcaea, Jewelry, Cat Glut, Clocks. Silverware
yotr trada and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

AVE
We invito

3 3333SS2333 7S3KKM

STETSON
LiJ

S5 ft.
25 ft.
50 ft.
50 ft.

H

SPECIAL
minute. All the newest novelties in
g tf
soft hats are on display.

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

ly

35c

$1.00
Roof Paint, per gallon
Stepladder
80c
KOc
Boston Coach Oil
Carriage Top Dressing
2oc
20c
Harness Oil
& rolls Toilet
Paper
25c
to
Sprinkling
75c
Cans 40c
Galvanized
THE MAZE.
WM. KIEKE, Prupr.

Have you any musical in
ttrument that needs repairs?

The finest production

of the best Hat
Makers of this country is the Stetson
Special Derby for 1907.
We received
it by express so it's late right up to the

$2.. 8
Cotton Hose
Rubber Hose... $2. 50 and $3.00
Cotton Hose
Jt SO
$7.50
Rubber Hose

Nozzles

Iking it or ship it to
Learnard & Lindemann

1

j

I argent music dealers In the south
west who have engaged the services of
--

H. K. Spencer

ft

WEIEMV.

When You Want to Buy,
Sell, Rent or Exchange

Piite
piScl

Household Goods I

L

AIMUI.

3. IMtT.

Whether
At Home
Or Abroad

i

Keep busy until you
find the

Star Furniture Co.

),

George nnd J. M. Uilndlck, of
I.os Angeles. Cal., are business visitors In the. city.
C. I. Clark, wife and children from
New York Cty, are spending a few
days In the city.
lr. 1'. (I. Cornish left last night for
Flagstaff, where he Is railed on professional business.
J. W. Harrison Is In the city from
I'ecos, N. M.. buying supplies and
shaking hands
with Albuquerque
friend s.
d
Judge George Craig Is Mill
at Ism.
to his home with rh'-There wan no Improvement
i.i his
i
condition today.
Charles rtaldwln, the electrician,
anticipates leaving the latter part
of the week on a business trip to the
Mngdalena country.
I'nlted States Marshal Crelghlon
M. Foraker returned
last evening
from nn official trip to the southern
part of the territory.
The Ladles' Aid society of the First
M. K. church will hold their regular
monthly meeting tomorrow afternoon
at 3 o'clock In the church parlors.
The lilunchard Meat Supply company today filed a suit In open account against the Socorro company.
Attorneys Klock & Owens represent
the plaintiffs.
KNOCKED
The Ladles' Aid society of the Con- 6. C.
gregational church will give a social
tea at the church parlors Thursday
afternoon. A cordial Invitation Is exSENSELESS BY
tended to all.
A. V. Hart and Miss K. T. Hart,
who have been visiting the Grand
Canyon, nre in town today. They exEIVE WIRE
pect to leave for their home in Brook
lyn, N. Y., tomorrow.
An error In the type, yesterday,
stated that the Geronlmo club's jene-t- lt
hospital
ball for St. Joseph's
Safety" Saved Unconscious
would be given May 19,
when it
should have read April 19.
Lineman From DangerThe many friends of Mrs. Levy M.
Hydler, who has been confined to her
ous Fall.
home for twenty weeks, on account
of Illness, will be glad to learn that
she is able to be out today.
G. C. Iterrit, a lineman for the ColHoyt Post, who has been quite
prominent in Albuquerque's younger orado Telephone company, narrowly
social set during the past winter, ex- escaped death at 4:30 o'clock yesterpects to leave the latter part of the day afternoon, when he came in con
week for his home at Detroit, Mich. tact with a live electric light wire.
Frank Kchmltt. carpenter foreman Merrlt, together with a companion.
for the Gold Bullion company of wax on a pole at the alley entrance
Golden, N. M., is in the city to re- In the first block 011 West Railroad
The two men had been
main a few weeks, the guest of his avenue.
brother-in-laEugene
With, on working with the telephone wires all
afternoon, and at about 4:30 o'clock
West Mountain road.
Attorney A. B. Renchnn, of Santa Merrlt in some manner allowed his
Fe, passed through the city last night hand to come in contact with an elecen route to Los Angeles, where he tric light wire. His hand happened
will join Mrs. Henehan, who has been to rest where the Insulutlon had been
spending the winter on the coast. worn from the wire and the current
They will return to New Mexico to- was sent through his body like a
Hash, lie lost Ids hold on the cross- gether within a few weeks.
of the pole, and had It not been
Preparations are complete for the arm
his "safety," the belt linemen
dance to be given this evening at the for
he would have plunged to almost
Commercial club. A large attend- use.
ertain death on the cement walk be
ance Is expected as this is the first low.
His companion loosened his
entertainment of the club since hand from
the wire and after a
the beginning of Lent. Ellis' orchesthe man recovered.
tra will provide the music and an
all around good time Is expected.
rns from
Hon. It. L. Baca, speaker of the i:i:visi:i
CHICAGO'S HOT ELECTION
house of the recent legislative assem3.
Chicago,
April
Revised, but
bly, and Mrs. Baca, arrived In Alburoturns of yesterday's elec- querque last evening from Santa Fe unofficial
lon show that Busse, the republl-a- n
and are guests at the home of relafor mayor, was elected
tives here.
After a few days' visit by acandidate
plurality
of 13,016 votes over
Mrs. Baca will return to Santa Fe Dunne.
is
The republican
ticket
and Mr. Baca will make a short busi- elected with the exception of Edward
ness trip to the Republic of Mexico.
C. Young, candidate
for treasurer.
Charles Catron and Robert Gort-ne- r. who was beaten by John K. Treager,
attorneys
both prominent
of democrat. The city council will be
Santa Fe, passed through the city democratic bj sam majority as the
last night en route to Los Angeles. old council, 36 democrats to 34 re- When they return to New Mexico in plllllt'MMS
a few weeks, Mr. Catron will be accompanied by a bride, who is now
Women's house shoes, toe slippers.
Miss isabelle Chrlstensen, of the City strap sandals and Jultetes; neat look
Angels.
Is
wedding
of
The
set for ing, well wearing, easy on the foot.
April 10th.
Prices range from $1.10 to $2.25. C.
Judge John U. McFle, In the First May's Shoe Store, 314 Railroad Ave.
o
Judicial district court at Santa Fe,
yesterday handed down a writ of
liON'T OVERLOOK THE FACT
mandamus in the case of Page B. I'll AT ,L V. PALMER CAN SAVE
Otero versus W. a. Sargent, territor- YOU MONEY ON GROCERIES AMI
ial auditor. Coder the writ the au- FRESH M EATS.
501 N. FIRST
ditor is directed to pay to Otero the STREET.
sum of $800, which the last legisla
o
ture aproprlated In payment of defiKEWARO.
ciencies accruing In his administraI will pay $5
for the ar
tion as territorial game
and fish rest and convictionreward
of the petty lar
warden.
ceny thieves who stole my auction
Miss Grace Brown, daughter of Mr. flags from the Itaynolds building, or
nnd Mrs. Frank Brown, of Gallup, the riMddence of Miss Kaplan.
died at Mesllla Park last week. The
SCOTT KNIGHT.
remains were shipped through Albuquerque Sunday to the beareaved
NOTICE.
parents at the Carbon City.
Miss
All persons having any bills or
Brown was an inmate of the girls' claims against the late Rev. J. W. T.
dormitory at the A. & M. college, McNeil, will please present the same
when it was quarantined for scarlet to the undersigned.
fever, and died quite suddenly, after
c. D. (JO FF.
lingering for several days in no ap
THOS. K. 1. M ADDISON,
parently dangerous condition.
o
The 17th of April will be two weeks
We do It right. nOCCHI DRY. ImThat is the date for perial Laundry Co.
from today
Prof. Dl Mauro's concert at Colombo
deslgu U to
professor's
hall.
The
BUY THEM AT UUJB MAZE..
J.

The graceful lines of our new sprlngj 1
srtyles delight the eye their perrect m
make the eet romfortable and their
splendid wear nnd our low prices are
easy on the pocketbook.
2.!0 to $3.50
Talent Kid Oxford1.50 to 3.50
. Vld Kid Oxford.
2.50 to 3.50
tinn Metal Oxfords
1.50 to 2.00
fnnvns Oxfords

show the proficiency of his pupils, all
of whom are Albuquerque people.
The professor has a high opinion of
the musical appreciation of the people of this, city, and therefore will
present a program every number of
which will be the production of a
master. The concert will be followed
by a dance..
The Grunsfeld building on First
street, ibetween Railroad and Gold
avenues, which has been under repairs for some time, Is now practically completed and the stock for a general store' is ibelrig placed. The building has ben rented by J. M.
who will conduct the business.
The bulldjng occupied by Bachechl &
liioml and that or the old Commercial
hotel, in this same block, are also
undergoing repairs.
The latter is to
be practically rebuilt, as the floors
ami walls are being torn nway to be
replaced- with new ones.
Frank C. Churchill, an Inspector of
Indian affairs In the oltlce of the sec
retary of the Interior, who has been
In the capital city on official business,
Is
In
Albuquerque and will remain here for a week on duties connected with hi office.
He s accom
panied by Mrs. Churchill.
they will proceed to Phoenix, Ariz.,
where Mr. Chun hill has several of
ficial matters to look after.
Then
they will go to Riverside, Cal., where
a training sch! for Mission lijdlans
Is located.
A subscription to the tie pickling
plant site fund, wholly unlooked for
but gratefully received, was a check
received yesterday by A. B. McGaffey,
of the committee, from C. I Pollard,
of Kspnnola.
The check raised the
fund l.'id nearer the $5,000 mark, and
was accompanied by a letter bearing
Mr. Pollard's best wishes. The donor
Is at the head of one of the largest
lumber and merchandise companies
In northern New Mexico.
Carpenters are at work this afternoon putting up new fixtures in the
K.
L.
clothing
store.
Washburn
This will add greatly to this already
attractive store.
There will be an important business meeting at the First Baptist
All members
church this evening.
are requested to be present.
The ladles of the Baptist church
will entertain tomorrow afternoon ai
2:H0 o'clock, in the church parlors.
Everybody cordially invited.
Posltnater Simon Neustadt is In
tin- city from i.os Lunas.
Mali-bout-

officers.

118-12-

EVENING CI1IZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

expert repairman, formerly of the
STRORER FACTORY. Chicago, 111.
Tuning and Reflnlshlng a specialty.

jua W. GOLD AVE.
NEW WMEXICO
ALIlKitfcRQlE.

O.

NIRISKN

214 Watt Gold Avenue

Be a credit to the
town in which you

COAL
Genuine American block.
ton
Ccrrlllos Lump
Anthracite Nnt
Anthracite mixed . . .
Anthracite, stove .and furnace
sizes
Clean Gas Coke

....

WOOD.

Green Still Wood, per load.

IV.

I

SS.M)

86.50
$8.50
19.00

it

--

TM'

V;.Y,8

.fisT-irS-

live. Well show
you the clothes that

I

will do it
Hart,
Schaffner & Marx

clothes, all wool, fit,
tailoring. Price right

$0.50

$00

.12.25

$18 to $28

H. HAHN & CO.
Both Phones.

Eaite rM mi J
mfmH0ww

I

H O N K Y ii
Honey for
Extracted
Order by Postal.
Allen, Box 202, Albuquerque.

10 lbs. Nice

Plenty of other good
suits

$1.00.
. V.

IIWK YOl It PHOTO TAKF.N
NOW. KTtMP 110TKKS 25 CKNTS
Pi:il B07.KN ANI IP. KODAK
A SPKCIAITY. PHOTO PIL

$10 to $16.50

TIN-IS1IIV- G

H02-f.-

'PHONE

16.

Hart SchafFner tsf Marx

I

i
The Railroad Avenue Clothier

K. W. FEE,
S. FIRST ST.

82

Let Us Show You

Copyright 1907 by

l

ovi:its ON
WORK IS

JAPANF.SK SILK.
OUt
OUt Cil'AllANTKK.
STARK STLDIO, 216 WEST GOLI
A V KNIT,.
ROCK HALT. FOR STOCK, IN
AMOUNTS.
LAIK.U OR SMALL
SPECIAL PRICE IN TON IOTS.
LOW

at

mm

NORTH FIRST STREET

Between Railroad and Copptr A ve. , Tel. 74

r

STOVES, RANGES, ENAMELED KITCHEN WARE, KOSTLAN WASHING MACHINES

I

115-11- 7

m

.

unniFDY

.

hadnfsk

AGENTS FOR
Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

John Deere Plows and Implements

U2

fg McCormick Mowers and Repairs

ft

o
o
o
0
0o
0
o
0

-

-

Winona Wagons

q
o
o
o

wnoiesaie uistriDuiors

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

Harvesting Machinery
Not Made by the Trust

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - w.--

i

FULLY WARRANTED

Foc
Pricew
Write
NeMexloo
"Wilm4&i8rtJ!l2gSr'
Albuquerque.

o
0o
00
o

Home Insurance the Best
retrain from again saying something about Home Insurance,
Every time that the proposition presents Itself of the
tremendous amount of money that la being Bent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the conviction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain in the West,
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus ot
the big Eastern companies haa been handled and speculated with ought te
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when It can be placed In home Insurance,
and every dollar ot It kept and Invested at home.
It la gratifying to note that home Insurance Is year by year receiving
more and more Its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home fompanlea far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot thla aame record be made here? It can tf
ness written.
every Individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It is to keep his Insurance at home before he puts hla name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
la owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportuaitles to ambitious and capable men
and women to aell its policies.
CANNOT

WE

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE,N. M.
3C

Si

